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Employee
Remains
Hospitalized

Three New
Services
Introduced

F reeman Accident
Leads to Burn Victim

Facilities Operations
Launches Programs

and Passaic Comity, Cooper said.
“The idea [to change Quinn
Road] was initially rejected by
both Clifton Township and Passaic
County. When the school reintro
duced [the council] to the idea they
began to see how it would benefit
them as well,” Cooper said.
While the construction sta rt
date has not been determined, the
planning has begun its prelim inary

In addition to spending the
summer preparing academic build
ings and residence halls for a new
semester, members of Facihties
Operations were at work developing
three programs designed to improve
services to the campus community
- the Facilities' Service Desk, the
Building Steward Program and
a rejuvenated recycling program,
said W alter Watkins, assistant vice
president for Facihties Operations.
“The three key initiatives are
a response to issues, concerns and
recommendations th at have been
identified over the years by our
customers, peers and regulatory
agencies,” said Watkins.
“The Facihties Service Desk and
the Building Steward Program are
intended to channel the natural
synergies of the staff toward an
improved level of customer ser
vice and quality in support of the
University’s mission,” W atkins
said.
According to Watkins, the new
recycling initiative focuses on the
need to set positive social, environ
mental, educational and economic
leadership, and to satisfy state reg
ulations.
Although each program has its
own goals, the common thread is a
commitment to promoting a quality

S E E ‘TRAFFIC’ ON P. 3

S E E ‘FACILITIES’ ON P. 4

Jessica H avery
News Editor

Michael Killian, the Physical
Plant employee injured in last
Tuesday’s Freeman Hall incident,
remains in St. Barnabas Hospital’s
burn-unit with no expected date of
return, said Kiki Williams, director
of Physical Plant.
While replacing a breaker in the
mechanical room of Freeman Hall,
an electrical panel arched, throw
ing Killian 15-20 feet after causing
severe burns, Williams said.
“Killian was not wearing gloves
at the time of the incident. When
working on a live panel the appropri
ate Personal Protective Equipment
should be worn,” said Williams.
“A safer method of working on
the panel [would be] to adhere to
proper Lock Out Tag Out proce
dures by de-energizing the equip
ment,” Williams said.
The system malfunction necessi
tated a power shutdown, which led
to the displacement of230 Freeman
Hall residents, said Sargent Kieran
B arrett, of University Police.
“After the building and electrical
systems were checked by PSE&G
and Physical Plant officials, resi
dents were perm itted back into the
building,” B arrett said.

Chris Peters I The Montclarlon

The Montclair State University community will see a decrease in traffic congestion when the Quinn Road exit
has been completed.

New Exit Coming to Campus
Administrators Seek to Relieve Campus Traffic
Concerns With New Quinn Road Exit
Jessica H avery
News Editor

The addition of a third cam
pus exit, via Quinn Road, will
assist in alleviating the congested
flow of campus traffic, Director
of Architectural and Engineering
Services Doug Cooper said.
“Quinn Road will be turned
into a two-way entrance and exit,”

Cooper said. A light and turn lane
will be installed at the intersection
of Quinn Road and Valley Road,
Cooper said.
“With the amount of traffic cam
pus produces, I wonder why the
school has not done this sooner,”
said Jay Hortillas, senior English
major. “It’s a great idea.”
The decision to adjust the traf
fic direction of Quinn Road comes
after university officials met with
representatives of Clifton Township

A ca d e m ic A d visin g T rie s a New A pproach
H elp D esk Used to Provide N ew Form of Registration Assistance to Students
of the students,” sophomore history
major John DeAngelis, said.
News Editor
“They have accommodated ah
of my needs, and I would defi
nitely use the advising help desk,”
Beginning this week, Academic DeAngelis said.
Advising branched out of its
Morehead office and began to “The help desk gives
offer its services in the Student our busy students the
Center lobby, said Gail Feinbloom, opportunity to ask quick
associate director for the Center advising questions
of Academic Advising and Adult without having to seek
Learning.
the department out.”
“The Center for Academic
Advising and Adult Learning
Feinbloom
decided on this new initiative as Gail
Associate Director of Center of Academic
Advising and Adult Learning
a way of making advisors more
accessible and visible to students,”
Feinbloom said.
Students, such as Kendra Faison (right), in need of registration assistance take advantage of the help desk
“Academic Advising ready goes
S E E ‘ADVISING’ ON P. 3
provided by the Center of Academic Advising and Adult Learning.
out of their way to meet the needs
Jessica H avery
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Thé Police
Report:
The University Police
Department did not provide
police reports this week.

There will not be an issue
of The Montclarion next
week.
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THURSDAY 28
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CARS: Pumgkin Paiotifig,
12 -|3 p.m., SC R^tt

Monday Night Football, 6 p.m.,
SC Ratt

Lambda ThfetaPhi: Masquerade
BailjB^lOgj.iil, SC Ballrooms

Let’s Make a Deal, 7:30 -10
p.m., SC Cafe

MONDAY 1

'ASSIST:; Coffeehouse, 9 p.m.,
SC-Ratt/'
/
FRIDAY 29
Psychic Fair: 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.,
/SC Ballroom C
RecBoard Meeting, 2:30-4 p.m.,
SC Cafe B

TUESDAY 2

Football vs. The College of NJ,
6 -8 p.m., Sprague Field

SUNDAY 31
Have a Happy Halloween!

“Who Wants To Be A
Hundredaire?”, 10 p.m., SC
Ratt

- Three new legislators
were sworn in

WEDNESDAY 3

Career Development: Interview
Skills, 2 - 3:30 p.m., Morehead
334
Chinese Club Meetings, 2:30
- 3:30 p.m., Dickson 122
UAASO Meetings: 4-5 p.m.,
SC 206
The Margaret and Herman
Sokol Science Lecture, 8 p.m.,
Alexander Kasser Theater

TRENTON - Governor James order declares a “state of emerE. McGreevey signed an execu- gency” until Dec. 31, 2005, and
tive order perm itting three empowers Health Commissioner
communities to operate needle- Clifton R. Lacy to create rules
exchange programs, Tuesday.
for syringe exchange programs
With less than three weeks in three municipalities.
leftbefereheTesigns, McGfeevey
acted on a campaign promise to NEWARK - A 33-year-old illeprovide. drug users access to :|g al Honduran immigrant was
deabqydnge*..
convicted Tuesday of a series
Wei* Jersey has the fifth- of rapes in New Brunswick
highest HTV rate in the country, th a t terrorized residents and
agd more than half of its (54,219 Rutgers University students for
HIV and AIDS cases can be more than two years,
linked to injection drug use. The
A jury in Middlesex County
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WASHINGTON
D.C.
American Airlines Flight 587
lost its tail and plummeted into
a New York neighborhood in
November 2001, killing 265 people, because the co-pilot ixnproperfy used the rudder to try to
steady the plane, federal safety
investigptQrs ruled Tuesday.
The safety board recommend
ed th at the Federal Aviation
Administration set new stan
dards to make sure pilots could
safely handle planes when they
veered to the side and to study
whether the A300-600 could be

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station
from arty campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). AH
calk are strictly confidential.

-Elaine Cooper, from
Transportation and
Parking S ervices, spoke

Corrections
-The Homecoming Queen's
name is Jen Petracca, not V.
-A&E staff writer's name is
Lisa Panzariello.

AD Rates
O n-cam pus

Full page — $168.00
Half Page — $105.00
Quarter Page — $53.00
Eighth Page -•*- $32.00
O ff-cam pus

Full page — $310.00
Half Page — $200.00
Quarter Page — $125.00
Eighth Page,—$80.00
Classifieds

Up to 30 words — $10.00
Call 973-655-5237
For M ore Information
Advertising Policy
The Montclarion will not
print ads or the political view
points and opinions of a spe
cific group, or ads with excessive
nudity or with excessive depictions
of violence, according to local
standards.

Deadlines
The deadline to submit
advertisements to The
M ontclarion is the Monday
of the w eek of publication.

Billing
The M ontclarion is distributed
on Thursdays and invoices and
tearsheets are mailed the fol
lowing Monday. Tearsheets for
pre-paid ads must be requested.
Thirty (30) days are given for pay
ment after the insertion date, aftei
which a 15 percent finance charge
is levied. After sixty (60) days,
accounts are referred to an outside
collection._____________________________

deliberated for two and a half
hours before convicting Ricardo
Cepates of all but one of 27
counts of kidnapping, raping,
and robbing his victims.
Cepates is faring life in prison without parole when he is
sentenced in February.
T it
MONTCLAIR - Three women
died Suaday whm their SUV
plunged into the Passaic River.
Nicole Ftoyd, Gail Williams and
Monique Hawkins’ 1998 Jeep
Grand Cherokee careened off

Raymond Blvd. in Newark and
submerged into the Passaic
River.
The women made a call for
help on their cell phone to a
friend but the rescuers were
not able to reach them in time,
The city traffic departmeat, is studying the stretch
of Raymond Blvd. where the
accident occurred to see if more
signs need to be posted or if
guardrails need to be installed
along the roadway.

underscored how inhumane and
indiscrim inate this trophy hunt
was,” said Michael M arkarian,
president of The Fund for
Animals.

was hurting the city’s image
and its workers, Mayor Newsom
joined the hotel workers on the
picket lines.

COM PILED BY LAUREN LAMPE

redesigned to lim it the danger
of overusing the rudder.
BALTIMORE, MI? - State
wildlife m anagers "declared
Maryland’s first black bear hunt
in 51 years a success Tuesday
even though they-stopped it
short of their 30-bear«bjective.
Tw enty
b e a is t were
killed in the one-day hunt,
the Departm ent o t N atural
Resources g£dd.
¿X
“We’re certainly glad th at
the killing has stopped, but
the slaughter of yesterday just

International News
PATTANI,
THAILAND
Thailand’s prime m inister
has said security forces made
m istakes handling a group
of Muslim rioters and has
expressed regret th at nearly 80
people died of suffocation while
in custody.
On Tuesday, officials said 78
male protesters died of suffoca
tion while being transported to
a detention center at a m ilitary
barracks in Thailand’s restive,
predominantly Muslim south on
Monday.
The victims were among

- The Montclarion
appropriation of $4,998,
for eight computers, w as
passed
- IC C appropriation for
$800 w as passed

Costume Contest, 8 p.m.,
SC Ratt
SATURDAY 30

- H RLDA appropriation
for $950 w as passed

CARS: Election Day Breakfast,
8 -11 a.m., SC Commuter
Lounge

National News
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SGA Notes
- H RLDA C la ss II char
ter w as re-granted

F o r k id s to d o t h e ir b e s t in
s c h o o l o r a t p la y , t h e y s h o u ld
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SAN FRANCISCO, CA Fourteen hotels continued their
lockout of unionized employees,
defying a call by the mayor for a
90-day cooling-off period.
The union mid the hotels
have been at odds over wage
increases and the length of the
contract.
W arning th at the dispute

OMAHA, NE - Kimberly
Hansen, Christner Lamb and
Edward Vawser, were booked
on three counts each of felony
dog fighting and anim al cruelty
after their home was raided for
staging pit bull fights.
The three dogs involved ia
the fights are now in the hands
of the Humane Society.

COM PILED BY LAUREN LAMPE

1,300 people jam m edinto trucks
by security forces ^following a
riot demanding the release of
six Muslim m ilitantsuspects.
BASRA, IRAQ - The British
m ilitary said Wednesday some
800 Black Watch troops have
begun their deployment north
towards Baghdad firom their
base in southern Iraq.
Nearly 800 Scottish soldiers
of the F irst Battalion, Black
Watch are to replace U S- troops
who are expected to take part
in offensives against insurgent

strongholds west and north of
the capital.
The move is part of a coali
tion effort to bring order to Iraq
before elections in January.
MOSCOW, RUSSIA - Thirteen
coal miners died after an explo
sion ripped through a coal mine
early Thursday in western
Siberia.
The
b last
in
the
Listvyazhnaya mine was caused
by a methane buildup. At the
time of the explosion, 103 min
ers were working beneath the

surface. Rescuers evacuated 90
miners and recovered 13 bod
ies.
BAGHDAD, IRAQ - Iraqi
authorities have discovered the
bodies of 44 Iraqi soldiers and
four drivers after they were
ambushed and killed near the
Iraq-Iran border.
Unification and Jihad, a
group led my terror mastermind
Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, claimed
responsibility Sunday for the
massacre. The claim appeared
on an Arabic-language website.

www.montclarion.org
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Illegal Parking Poses Problem

IV F
of
N ew Jersey

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!
THE IV F O F N E W JE R SE Y IS SEEKING EGG
DO NO RS OF ALL EHTNIC BA C K G R O U N D S BETW EEN
THE AGES OF 21-32.

AS AN EGG DONOR, YOU CAN M AKE A DIFFERENCE
AND MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

Steve Miller I The Montclarion

Illegal parking o f construction vehicles behind the Student Center and Partridge
Hall have caused fire safety concerns among students. Sargent Kieman Barrett,
of University Pohce, said “[the department] is aware o f the issue, has issued
municipal summons to violators, and will continue to do so. While certain con
tractors require proximity to the buildings, safety is paramount and there has
been a decrease in those that park illegally there.”

ADVISING
CONTINUED FROM P 1

For three days this week, the departm ent set
up an advising help desk to assist students
with immediate registration concerns.
The desk is equipped with wireless computers
and advising literature th at allows the staff
to answer most student queries, Feinbloom
said.
“I think th at the services have potential
to be very helpful for new students who
are not fam iliar with registration,” senior
English major Devin Peacock said. “New
students have general concerns, rather than
a third-year student who has [specific] major
requirements,” he said.
“The help desk is an additional resource
to assist our students and does not take
the place of a student’s designated advisor,”
Fienbloom said. “For more in-depth assis
tance [the department] always directs a
student to his or her designated advisor.”

“If successful, [the departm ent] will
continue to use the Student Center as an
advisement location, in addition to expand
ing to other venues such as residence halls,”
Feinbloom said.
“We wanted to remind students th at reg
istration is next week and th at they are
encouraged to register as soon as their prior
ity date allows,” Fienbloom said.
The help desk gives our busy students the
opportunity to ask quick advising questions
without having to seek [the department] out,
Feinbloom said.
“I had no idea th at this service was avail
able, but I will definitely take advantage of
it,” sophomore political science major Pierre
Johnson said. “I hope more students realize
th at this is an option, because it seems to be
a very helpful service.”

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AND DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED AN EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $ 7 0 0 0 .0 0

For more information on our egg donor program call
(973) 470-0303
and ask for one of our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013

TELEPHONE (973) 4704)303
FAX (973) 916-0488

TRAFFIC
CONTINUED FROM R 1

stages, after being suggested as 'a traffic
solution in the Parsons-Brinkerhoff Traffic
Study, Cooper said.
The study, completed in June 2004, showed
th at the university has three entrances and
only two exits,” Cooper said. “[The univer
sity] isn’t very efficient in providing cars [and
alternate] way off campus.”
“The traffic on campus is horrible,” K ristin

Leone, junior music therapy major, said.
“I’ve had to cancel appointments because I
couldn’t get off campus in time.”
“Traffic and parking on campus continues
to be high priority to administration,” Cooper
said.
“[The adm inistration] is working to
increase the amount of available parking and
[decrease] the traffic congestion on campus.”

You’ll find us in the most fashionable
L u zm ery A m a d o r
2001 NJCU Alumna, Communication Design
Senior Art Director, Women’s Wear Dally
- WWD Children’s Business
NJCU graduates are making an impact on the arts - from
graphic design studios to the fashion runways of New York,
Milan, and Paris.'
“When I discovered how well respected -NJCU was in the
arts, l attended an Open House and immediately fe lt at
home in the atmosphere. M y major led to an internship
which provided me with great experience and industry
contacts - which then led to my currentjo b ... and I love it! ”
New Jersey City University’s undergraduate and graduate
programs provide our alumni with the tools they need to
compete and win. From the aits to the sciences, our
programs are designed with a single goal - your success.
The NJCU campus is a supportive environment where
you’ll find the perfect combination of traditional university
architecture and cutting-edge technology, alljust a few miles
from New York City, the cultural and business center of the
worid. One visit toNJCU and you’ll shy, “Success is mine”.

NEW JERSEY CITY UNIVERSITY
From our beginnings in 1929 as the New Jersey Normal School, to
today’s status as one o f the nation’s leading urban universities, NJCU
has a 75 year history o f inspiring our students to make a difference...
fo r themselves, their communities, and the world.
Chris Peters I The Montclarion

Montclair State University students, faculty, and staff use the Quinn Road entrance on the
north side of campus on their way to morning classes. The one-way entrance will be turned
into an exit in order to accomodate campus traffic congestion.

www.njcu
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FACILITIES
CONTINUED FROM R 1

environment for educatimi.

tions, while immediately responding to the
customers’ concerns and issues.
Building Steward Program
Lourdes Perdomo, Lenora Jones and
The Building Steward Program assists Yakeen Kelly, members of the Facilities
employees arid students with building-relat Service Desk, and Supervisor Joseph
ed problems à'nd informs callers about the Fom arotto have been trained in the
raiige of customer services provided by the M aintenance M anagement Inform ation
Physical Plant.
System and are responsible for logging,
Evrim Ay, adm inistrative associate for tracking and providing information relat
Facilities Operations, who oversees the pro ing to work requests and work orders as
gram, began in February meeting with vol well as other facilities issues until they are
unteers from the Physical Plant. Today there resolved.
are 33 building stewards.
“We hope to ensure th at with effective
“With the help of these individuals, we communication between Physical Plant and
review weekly what work needs to be done,”
said Ay. “These workers have been trained
in communication and teamwork, and are
in the process of being trained in basic com
puter skills.”
For the next six months building stewards
will test and perfect new ways of responding
to customers’ needs. This includes finding
and reporting problems before customers
even see them.
“This new initiative is evidence of the will
ingness of Physical Plant frontline employees
to explore new ways of doing things,” Ay
said.
Doug Muter, senior repairer and a par
ticipant in the program, sagi the campus is
already benefitting.
“The most positive asS S I has been the
open (ammumCalaon betW^iri us and the fac
ulty and staff. Effective ¡jgjgfamunication has
been our biggest achievement,” M utter said.

the Facilities Service Desk, the end result
will be a more proactive response to all cus
tomer needs, no m atter how large or small,”
said Fomarotto.
In addition to being able to contact the
Service Desk directly to report a work
request, an online request system, The
Maintenance Authority (TMA), allows users
to send a work order or to review the status
of any request submitted to the desk.
“TMA is being used campuswide,”
Perdomo said. “We receive equal amounts of
requests daily via phone calls, web requests
and e-mail. Our goal is to get 100 percent of

the campus community participating.”
With the recent changes in place, Facilities
Operations has received positive feedback
from the campus community.
“It appears the response to most customer
needs has improved,” Fom aratto said. "That’s
not to say th at we won’t have some growing
pains along the way. This will be a learning
experience for all departm ents involved, but
I’m sure the end result will be in unison
with the overall mission of Montclair State
University.”
C ourtesy o f InSight Online

Facilities Service Desk
The Facilités ^ ^ ^ Bhfìesk was created
tcW rinyiS init b ^ ^ p is e j^ e delivery and
improve cptom er s^ p c e and communica
Courtesy of Montclair.edu
tion. Thejloal w astlB rovide a single point
of contppfor faci|||§ifeervices related ques Senior data entry specialist at the Facilities Service Desk, Yakeen Kelly, fields a call from a member of the campus community. The
Facilities Service Desk is a new iniative by Facilities Operations to improve customer service.
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AsiaFest Unites International Culture
Third Annual Event Flaunts Styles And Traditions of Asian Countries
The fashion styles at Asiafest were ju st as
diverse as the cultures themselves. Amidst
the traditional outfits of Indian, Japanese,
Filipino, and Chinese cultures, were other
interpretations of present-day style. Peterson
showed up with a few friends wearing what
she called “Japanese street fashion: basically
anything you can put on in five minutes.”
Her outfit paid homage to Japan in layers
of colorful, stylish clothes complete with an
anime t-shirt and a sparkling tiara to com
plete the look.
You might think th at at AsiaFest there
would only be people of Asian descent there.
You would be terribly wrong. In case you
didn’t know, you do not have to be of Japanese
background to join the Japan club, or Chinese
to join the Chinese club, etc.
A simple appreciation for the culture as
a whole is all that is required here. All races
are always welcome, as it should be here in
Steve Miller I The Montclarlon the United States. Unity is a veiy big deal,
though on the surface you may not be able to
The Indian Culture Club’s (ICC) fashion show was one of many events and performances
that took part during the Asiafest celebration.
notice it.
As the time for the break-was winding
she said.
Kristen Carlson
down, people started: making their way back
A ssista n t Feature Editor
Wearing a traditional Chinese *silver to their seats, bellies full from the delicious
dress, sophomore biochemistry major Deirdre
elcome to M ontclair S tate Maino, vice-president of the Japan Club,
University, the epitome of cultural explained how she and president, freshman
diversity. It is a fact th at New Matthew Papa revived the lost chapter of
Jersey is the most diverse state in the U.S. the club and enacted a unanimous vote for
- do you need any more proof than AsiaFest? a Class III charter from the SGA. AsiaFest
On Oct. 26,2004, students of many different celebrated such a great accomplishment.
» Lacey C. Sm ith '
races and cultures celebrated their differ
The night began with a lively performance
\ C M efG opy Edito r -jk
ences in the Student Center Ballrooms.
from four members of the Indian Culture
Sponsored by the International Student Club. It was an Indian medley of song and
lpody Mary. Bloody Mafÿ. Bloody
l
.
_
Organization (ISO) and co-sponsored by dance which ended with a surprise perfor
Mary... / The scene from grade-school
the United Asian American Students mance of “Jump On It!” to rouse the audience
is hard to forget: girls standing in
Organization (UAASO), the Arabic Student to get out of their chairs.
front of the téthrpoih mirror, lavatory pass in
Organization (ASO), the Indian Culture Club
The two girls involved in the dance, fresh hand/and chafiting together with the fights
(ICC), the Japan Club and the Chinese Club, man biochemistry major Miral Patel and fresh turnéd off' With Hqllqween ju st ahead, perAsiaFest proved to the audience th at beauty, man histoiy major Jenny Puthuvamkunnath, haps'it is time: to paj’ respect to some of the
happiness, and excitement can be found in were dressed in traditional ornate Indian less-jhan-humaii beings.
any and every culture - as long as you look dresses. “Indian clothes are really very beau
Because, al=/ some M ontclair State
for it.
tiful,” spectator sophomore Danielle Holland, University students have found out, some
ISO and UAASO had so much fun co a history major, observed. “The Indian dance times you don’t have to beckon a ghost
sponsoring Homecoming this year th at they was so entertaining!”
through a song like in fifth grade - some
couldn’t resist another event working sideRepresenting the Chinese Club, James times tfiéy come when they aren’t invited at
by-side. Hakim Abdi, a senior environmental Lee performed with a Chinese yo-yo, elicit all. /
geoscience major and president of ISO, put ing a response of support from the audience.
Living in a few of the housing facilities
together this event in only a month and a Then came a showcase of dialogue from the here at MSU, are some residents that don’t
half.
Japanese club, translated by senior English pay a cent to Residence Life (and though
This is his second time coordinating the major Tim Brani, and a recitation of tongue some of them may be scary, we aren’t talking
event; however, the last AsiaFest focused twisters from the Chinese Club, translated by about the Resident Assistants) and yet prove
more on the Chinese New Year than any other Andrew Woo, sophomore engineering major. a heavy cost on some student’s emotional
Eastern culture. This one brought together so
One of the most important reasons to go state.
much more than that, and in so little time. to AsiaFest is to sample the mouth-watering
There weren’t many major problems with menu of the East Orient. During the inter
putting the event together, but there was one mission, foods from the different cultures
timing complication.
were served as the next acts readied them
“Midterms were a huge problem,” Abdi selves backstage.
said. “I myself had midterms today and had
Among the dishes served were chicken
to rush to get here.”
and broccoli, vegetable lo-mein, pancit and
Abdi was supposed to emcee the event, lumpia (Filipino dishes) and, of course, for
but since he couldn’t make it in time, UAASO tune cookies.
president and junior communication stud
During this break, I had the chance to ask
ies major Ivy Cartagena, took over, looking audience members how they were enjoying
beautiful in a gorgeous salmon dress. “It’s themselves.
really exciting to show off all our different
“Good set-up,” freshman Elyse Peterson,
cultures. I hope everyone can learn some a geoscience major, remarked. “Interesting
thing from this experience as well as enjoy it,” stuff so far.”
I

W

cuisine. The festivities continued with a
dance performance by the Arabic Student
Organization, the Traditional Dabka’, with
a belly dancer in a gorgeous purple bedleh,
the traditional Arab costume for dancing.
Next came the Tinikling, the Filipino
Bamboo Stick Dance, presented by UAASO,
which had taken two weeks to prepare,
according to Cartagena.
The Japan Club returned with a wonder
ful selection of Japanese songs, and UAASO
came back with a Korean dance number.
This fashion diversity was further embel
lished in the finale, a fashion show that hap
pened after the last of the performances.
Anyone with an eye for beauty could see
how proud each model was with what he or
she was wearing, and how wonderfidly styl
ish each different culture is in its own special
way. This event displayed a great apprecia
tion for the magnificence of the lands that
have influenced us through the years.
Abdi reflected upon the main focus of this
event. “Montclair has a lot of diverse people,
but many don’t see that because they are
S EE ‘ASIAFEST’ ON P. 8

MSU Ghost Tales

On-Campus Stories to Tell in The Dark

B

“I’d heard stories about the basement,”
said Ian Kenny, sophomore resident of
Freeman Hall as he described his first trip
to the buildings cellar. “But I’d never been
there before.” He never forgot his first time
- as soon as he stepped onto the bottom floor,
Kenny was immediately filled with a sense
of unwelcome.
The basement was undej; construction for
new classrooms and the atmosphere was far
detached from the rest of the building. He
returned to his room quickly, but possibly not
alone - his night was filled with a frightening
dream sequence.
“Three times [the dream] was the exact
same thing...you know how normally it
will be the same place but something little
changes. It wasn’t like that. It was exactly
the same.” The dream placed Kenny in his
room, all details as they really were, down to
the books and items on the floor. However,
S E E ‘SPOOKED’ ON P 7

“M ontclair has a lot of diverse people, but many
don’t see that because they are confined to their
dorm room s. Our aim is to expose them to what is all
around them , to let them know what is going on.”
Hakim Abdi
President, International Student Organization
Steve Miller I The Montclarion

Ghost rumors fill the walls of Freeman and Russ Halls.
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When Does Role-Playing Go Too Far?
Lack of Action in The Bedroom Causes Identity Crisis in Relationships
ing intercourse or other sexual activity, then
Dear G.M.,
My girlfriend is really starting to get on anything th at goes wrong or anything that
my nerves. Every time we have sex, she's may be weird or awkward technically isn’t
obsessed with role-playing. She has a new her fault. In actuality, this kind of behavior
idea every day and it seems like she doesn't may be her defense mechanism.
Be honest with her. Tell her how all of
want to have a physical relationship by
this
makes you feel. Suggest th at you two
being herself. This makes me feel like a bor
split
up time between role-playing and being
ing partner. What can I do to change this?
yourselves.
It’s not fair to you if you have to
~R.H.~
Some people use role-playing to spice up
a relationship. Others use it as a form of
entertainm ent and ju st a departure from
their ordinary sex, but then there are others
who take it to an entirely different level.
Your girlfriend
m ay
be
em barking on a
road to acquir
ing a serious
M ove,
fetish,
and
while there is
nothing wrong with
this becoming her thing, it’s a
problem if you don’t feel comfortable
with it.
If her obsession with “dressing up” or act
ing is making you feel like less of a partner,
then you need to talk to her. All relation
ships, in order to be functional, require some
serious communication and often compro
mise. Talk to her about why she feels this
dire need to be someone else when you have
sex. Ask her if she feels comfortable being
herself with you.
She may very well be using these char
acters and scenarios to hide behind her true
discomfort with herself. Your girlfriend
may feel th at if she’s not being herself dur

partake in scenarios th at make you uncom
fortable, but it’s also not the greatest thing to
tell your girlfriend th at she must be denied
of the
activities th at sexually fulfill
her.
You may find that you will
f
come to a very healthy
com prom ise,
one
th at can make for a
very exciting sex
life. But if you
ju st can’t stomach
this role-playing
anymore, then you
have to tell her that
too.
If she can’t
understand this, and
you both can’t reach
common ground, then
you may have to part ways. No one should
have to stay in a sexual relationship that
makes them feel like less of a partner or
restricts them.
Dear G.M.,
My boyfriend is constantly screaming at me
for what I wear. He never wants me to wear
clothing that provides any kind of cleav
age or too much leg. He gets really upset

and embarrasses me in front of my
family and friends when he tells me
that I look like a slut, just because
I'm wearing a skirt or a v-neck shirt.
I don't think that I'm dressing inap
propriately, but he obviously dis
agrees. What should I do?
-J.D.-

F irst of all, your boyfriend doesn’t
have the right to tell you what you
should or should not be wearing.
He’s responsible for what goes on his
body, not yours. After all, he’s your
boyfriend, and not your father. Don’t
be afraid to tell him this.
He certainly doesn’t have a prob
lem putting you down or embar
rassing you in front of your family
or friends, so why are you being so
considerate of his feelings?
Your boyfriend is exhibiting some
pretty classic traits of a controlling
courtesy of rwrq.com
person, and believe it or not, control Embarrassment, in a relationship, can leave many
is a form of abuse. He’s intentionally questions unanswered.
using derogatory language toward
make you feel bad about yourself. Don’t fall
you, like the word “slut”, to make you feel like into this trap!
less of a person.
S tart standing up for yourself, and don’t
If he had respect for you, then he would stop dressing the way you feel comfortable
never use th at language, not to mention the just because he doesn’t like it. You are the
fact th at he does it in front of people so he can only one who is in control of your actions.
publicly hum iliate you.
The moment you surrender your self-con
Your boyfriend may make excuses for this trol is the moment th at you give up your iden
behavior by saying th at he doesn’t want guys tity. That’s never a productive option. If your
to get the wrong impression of you or that
dressing like th at makes him feel jealous.
He’ll probably try to make you feel guilty, I am here to answer your questions. If you
and then you may end up thinking th at he’s have a dilemma like the one above, feel free
just a good guy trying to protect you. This to e-mail me at Montfeature@yahoo.com
isn’t the case. He’s manipulating you to with the subject - Attention GM Grosso. I
look forward to hearing from you.

What’s For

Outdoor Kiosk Perks Up The Morning

You’re Invited to...

I can grab a cup of coffee at the cart. I really
like having this option,” said Melanie Leung,
a senior and biology major.
“People are on the go nowadays. It’s really
Late for class and forgot to drink, your hard to get something to eat sometimes.
morning cup of coffee? Don’t fret! Didn’t Having the cart around helps with those
grab your cereal bar? Don’t worry about who need something quick so th at they can
it. Convenience and ease have come to the eat while they do some studying,” said Ron
rescue with the new cart on the side of the Realibut.
Student Center!
Having the cart at such a prime location
The idea of the cart came from the collab is another factor th at has brought it lots of
oration between campus Dining Services popularity. “We surveyed the area where we
and Sodexho. “We brought this idea to thought it would best fit, and what type of
light towards the end of last school year, operation would work best there We looked at
to service the many students walking to the most popular items available in the other
classjthat may not have the time to go eateries, what would be quick to buy, and
inside for something quick to eat or drink. easy to eat on the go. We decided to be open
. H ie entire concept was developed over the at breakfast and lunch. We offer sandwiches,
^MsQpMt^ 'hut was put into action during bagels, hot chocolate, soda, water, and other
the second week of September,” Retail snacks. The prices for things bought at the
Manager for Sodexho Drew Madden said. cart are sim ilar to the same items bought in
‘V ^iid em # that will benefit most from the the C-Store and in the Student Center.”
kiosk will be those who want something
Even though the weather is getting chilly,
quick and do iS S liv e the time to go inside the cart has been open during the times of
am i possibly wait i i ^ K ,”& iid Madden. breakfast and lunch in order to serve the
Students can pic k from a variety ofselec- student body with food and hot beverages.
tions since the Cart offers a little bit of Sim ilar projects may be in the making.
esld io£tlfo$ai$^s on campus.
“If this goes well, we look to offer another
th at students who have kiosk like this on another part of campus to
visited the cart have found it to be a great serve other students at the same time,” said
convenience. “We have sent out a campus Madden.
wide email with a coupon th at has drawn
Getting a nourishing snack without hav
some attention as well.”
ing to wait too long on a line is a major
Many students agree with Madden. “This benefit for students and may answer the
is really helpful since I don’t have to wait ever-returning question, “W hat’s for lunch?”
on line in order to get something to eat,” With a coupon to add to the list of benefits,
' junior Ivy Cartegena, a communication the cart has attracted many since its debut.
studies major, said.
Check it out for yourself before it starts to
“Rather than having to go to the C-Store, snow.
Reginald Madang
S ta ff Writer

TheWomen’sStudiesReception
Please Join Us on November 2004
From 1-3 PM
In Cohen Lounge of Dickson Rm 176
Don’t miss out on this exciting opportunity to learn about the Women’s
Studies program and all we have to offer! Meet our faculty, get
information, enjoy a performance and refreshments, and much more!
We welcome Women’s Studies Majors, Minors, faculty, and all
students interested in working for social justice on behalf of women.

PRIZES! BRING A FRIEND!
Ask your professor for EXTRA CREDIT!
Questions? Email us at: WMST@mail.montclair.edu
Visit our website at; www.montclair.edu/womensstuies

www.themontclarion.org
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SPOOKED
CONTINUED FROM R 5

the room wa.= Sfied with a twilight glow, and
un eight-fobt man stood in the center of the
proolte The man had long hair and though
| monstrous in size, a silhouette of a body.
I
“I didn’t look at him, but I knew he was
staring right at me. And then it was like a
movie, where they jumped scenes. The next
second cut to his hands around my neck, and
I’d wake up.”
Kenny fell back asleep; the dream repeat
ed, and he though he tried to stay awake, he
fell back into the hands of the dream for the
third time, completing the sequence, Kenny
said th at another time, a friend claimed to
have seen a pair of red eyes staring at her
from his bathroom mirror.
Freeman Hall was constructed in the
early 60’s and holds approximately 235 resi
dents, as- Well as a dining hall. A multitude
of stories haunt the building. Kenny claims
a current student reached his hand into his
closet where it was grabbed.
When he pulled his arm back out, white
pressure spots marked where it was held.
The same student once knocked on his bath
room door, thinking one of his suitemates was
there, and was responded to by hard pound
ing on the door.
He opened it and no one was there.

deep voice enters. Former resident Kellie
Crouse says on www.allaboutghosts.com, “liv 
ing on campus at Montclair State is like liv
ing in the vale between worlds.”
Crouse talked about her experiences as
a former Desk A ssistant in Russ Hall. “One
morning, very early, I was sitting at the front
desk, reading a book and listening to the
radio when the push-button door popped
open...in order for someone to open this door
you have to have an ID card registered that
you live on campus. I opened my little secu
rity window, expecting someone to walk in
but no one did. So I got up and looked out
the window, there were no cars and no one
outside. I sat back down, to see the second
set of doors pop open...I thought I was going
to choke on my pulse,” Crowe said.
“Then, much to my horror the door to
the security room opened. My shift started
at 2 a.m. and was over at 6 a.m., when my
replacement arrived I was still staring at the
open door.” he said.
Senior residents, though away from the
nightmares of campus food, face more super
natural events a t the Clove Road Apartments
than any other campus residents. The maga
zine, Weird NJ, ■has published several sto
ries from students living in the apartments,

“So I got up and looked out the window, there were
no cars and no one outside. I sat back down, to see
the second set o f doors pop open...I thought I was
going to choke on my pulse.”
K ellie Crouse
Former Russ Hall Resident

The seventh floor is most infamous, with
stories about a little boy playing in the hall
way, and a man who walks on his fingernails
in a handstand. One resident claimed to
having beard this on her ceiling, where it
sounded like nails on a chalkboard.
Both Freeman and Russ Halls are located
near the main entrance of campus on the
southern end, which is rumored to have
been built over part of Mt. Hebron Cemetery,
now located across from the school on Valley
Road.
S
The cemetery holds the graves of such
individuals as John Charles Barclay, the
inventor of the electrified telegraph system,
Union Bethel Noble, thè lawyer who amal
gamated several businesses into AT&T, Anne
Sullivan’s ex-husband John Albert Macy, and
Hanns Lorentzen, the inventor of Venetian
blinds.
Last August, the South Jersey Ghost
Research (SJGR) team investigated the site
and said they took 61 positive photos, some
near graves that had given sim ilar results in
an earlier study.
SJGR is an organization that traces it’s
roots back to 1955/They are a professional
research group th at helps people th at are
frightened of or are curious about possible
ghost activity in their homes or businesses.
The members of this non-profit organiza
tion come from many different professional
backrounds such as nurses, psychologist,
teachers and grandmothers. They offer prac
tical training in fields such as equiptment
useage and investigation practices. They also
have a program in which interested people
can become certified investigators.
Similarly, Russ Hall has been the source of
fears for some students living there. Built in
1915 as a residence hall, it was converted to
an adm inistrative building and then back in
the inid-90’s.
Its stories include girls’voices often laugh
ing in the basement, where students rooms
are two concrete floors above. The laughs
then turn into screams of terror after a man’s

which are, along with The Village, supposed
to be built over an ancient Native American
burial ground.
Constructed in the mid-70’s in three
units, the supposed “temporary” apartm ents’
stories include electrical appliances turning
on randomly, knocking on interior doors
when only one person was in the apart
ment, and “unearthly noises...and shadows...
coming from the woods directly behind the
apartm ents.”- Apartments were reported
to become suddenly chilled, even when the
therm ostats were turned to 80 degrees.
“People thought th at we were just' making
up stories to spook one another, or th at we
overindulged and “hallucinated’ these events
...until we began to hear of similar stories
about other apartments,” said one Weird N J
story.
“A girl awoke one night to see the ghost
of a young man in late 18th century clothing
standing over her bed and looking at her
lovingly. [She] thought perhaps it was her
roommate’s boyfriend [that] had mistaken
her...standing at the wrong bed, until she
called out to the ‘man’ to tell him that he
was...at the wrong bed, when the image sud
denly vanished,” another of the magazine’s
stories said.
For the commuters who may feel unaffect
ed, the ghost stories of MSU don’t stop with
the residence halls. Kenny says there are
stories of someone standing in the top win
dow of Chapin looking out. The building is
located next to Russ Hall and its Admissions
Office, where Crouse said at night always
sounded like someone was banging around.
Some university’s students may only have
to put up with possessed computers and
monsters that steal single socks from the
dryer, but at MSU, it seems th at the ghosts
are a bit more complicated. Be it deceased
members of Mt. Hebron or spirits buried long
ago in a Native American funeral ceremony,
these are some roommates th at you may not
want to write home about.

E n h a n cin g A b ility
31 Ways to Be a Better Student
Or. Gilbert
D epartm ent o f H PPERLS

18. Flash cards are a great study aide.
19. Study abroad.
appose I have a dollar and you have a 20. Co-ops and internships are invaluable.
dollar and we exchange dollars. You 2L You don’t have to “like” a class to excel
end up w ith one dollar and I still have in it.
one dollar. But, if you have an idea and I 22. Need a pep talk? Call,D r. Gilbert’s
have an idea and we exchange ideas — now Success Hotline a t (973) 743-4690.
you have two ideas and I have two ideas. 23. Diligence beats intelligence.
Here are iny ideas on how you can become a 24. OVER-prepare.
super student:
25. Do it. Do it right. Do it right now!
26. Get a tutor before you need one.
1. Show up.
27. Sleep eight to nine hours every night.
2. Showing up is not enough. You also have 28. “It’s your attitude, not your aptitude, th at
to pay attention.
determines your altitude.” -—Zig Ziglar
3. Ask questions,
29. Take a big gulp. “College is a fountain of
4. Ask for help.
knowledge where some come to drink, more
5, Help others.
come to sip, but, unfortunately, m ost come
6. Do the work. (Do what you have to do, ju st to gargle,”
when you have to do it, whether you feel like 30. F ut these six words on a post-it note and
it or not — no m atter what.)
place it where you’ll see it every day: “The
7. Don’t quit.
tassel is worth the hassle.”
8. Don’t ju st go to school - - be a student.
31. Celebrate! Attend graduation.
9. Don’t ju st be enrolled— get involved.
10. Read The Memory Book by H arry What are your best ideas for college suc
iLorrayne and Jerry L ucas.::
cess? Please e-mail them to Dr. Gilbert at
1L D.W.Y.S.Y.WJ). (Do W hat You Say You gUbertr@maiLmoBtclair.edu. '
Will Do.)
12. Make a t least one friend in each of your
classes.
13. Realize th at it’s the s ta rt th at stops
most people.
14. Attend professional conferences in your
field while you’re still an undergraduate.
15. Discouraged??? Watch the movie
Rudy. ■
ML Don’t say, “I can't,” when you really
mean, ‘T don’t want to.”

■

D.O.C.S., ALONG WITH O.S.A.U., W .A.V.E.S.,
THE MONTCLARION, HILLEL, AND U.A.A.S.O.
PRESENT:

Election Niaht
2004 Party!!
Tuesday Novem ber 2 nd from
8p.m. till Midnight in the S C
Com m uter Lounge
FREE Buffet Dinner for all who
attend!!
Come join us as the future of
our nation is decided!!
D.S.A.U. and The Montclarion are Class I organizations of the
3GA.
D.O.C.S., W.A.V.E.S., Hillel, and U.A.A.S.O. are Class III organizaions of the SGA.
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Students Working Together For a Cleaner Future

ASIAFEST
CONTINUED FROM R 5

confined to their dorm rooms.” he said. “Our
aim is to expose them to what is all around
them, to let them know what is going on.”
It is always great to see an excitement for
your culture. AsiaFest is only one of many
different events that shows the students
how they should not be afraid to flaunt their

“It is a fact that New Jer
sey is the m ost diverse
state in the U.S...”

Elizabeth Bell I The Montclarion

On Saturday, Oct. 23,2004, New Jersey Community Water Watch hosted a clean up o f the Passaic River in celebration o f “Make a Difference
Day.” Over 50 volunteers helped to pull five tons o f trash from the banks o f the Passaic along River Drive in Elmwood Park. Volunteers
pulled out baseball bats, tennis balls, car parts, a buoy, and 12 tires along with a great deal o f trash carelessly dumped along the river
bank. Water Watch students were joined by other M SU student organizations including Humans Relations and Leadership Development
Association (HRLDA), Lambda Tau Alpha, and Zeta Phi Beta. Breakfast was provided by Beyond the Bagel and D unkin’Donuts. Brother
Bruno’s supplied the volunteers with pizza for lunch when the work was complete.

backgrounds. MSU is a campus th at pro
motes diversity and is absolutely strength
ened by the united forces of its clubs and
organizations.
ISO and UAASO are currently planning
for more events in the near future. Coming
in November, Abdi revealed an idea for an
event targeting Latin and Caribbean cul
tures instead of East Asian cultures. This
event should bring a great turnout, as it did
for AsiaFest.
For the past two AsiaFest’s, the event was
held in the formal dining room. This year,
due to the growing amount of participating
organizations and expected attendance, all
of the Student Center Ballrooms were occu
pied.
This is the third time AsiaFest has happenedoncampus,andwithsuchahuge positive
response, it would be a surprise to not see it
up again.

Come walk the road less traveled
113 Montclair State graduates have served in
Peace Corps since 1961.
4 are currently serving!
Will you be next?
We currently have 26 programs in areas such as youth development, construction, English teaching, health
education, international business and information technology. Volunteers serve in over 70 countries, such as
Pem, Thailand and Morocco.
Meet Regional Recruiter and Returned Peace Corps Volunteer Loraine Kentner to leam more about the
opportunities in Peace Corps:

Career Fair
3:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Student Center Ballrooms

Information Session with Q & A
7:15 pm - 8:15 pm
Faculty Dining Room
Student Center

Peace Corps
Life is calling. How far will you go?
www.peacecorps.gov 800.424.8580

gtoi & entertainment

w w w .them ontclarion.org
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Eminem Continues His Reign of Controversy
Rapper Creates Drama in the Media Over the King of Pop, Michael Jackson
Jeremy Slagle
A ssista n t Feature Editor

n today’s popular music culture, any and
all celebrities are subject to be the target
of parody. But you have to ask yourself:
where is the point of no return? When does a
song go too far, losing its humor and become
simply hurtful? Leave it to one of the most
famous rap stars of the day to take a vicious
swing at the the King of Pop.
In rap icon Eminem’s new song, “Just Lose
It,” he takes several cheap shots at the King
of Pop, Michael Jackson. While Jackson has
been the subject of jokes and ridicule for the
last decade, nobody has caused so much con

I

troversy or gone to such lengths to embarrass
one of the most successful entertainers of all
time.
During the course of the music video,
Eminem touches on a few sensitive events in
Jackson’s life.
He goes so far as to have a look-alike
pretending to be Jackson. First, the imposter
pokes fun at Jackson’s unique dance moves
by im itating them in alternate scenes.
Then, the imitation “MJ” has his hair
catch on fire, refering to the time when
Jackson’s hair caught on fire, b u rn in g his face
and scalp while filming a 1984 Pepsi commer
cial, one to be premiered ju st days later at an
courtesy of eminem.com

S E E ‘EMINEM’ ON P. 13

With every big hit, there always seem to be controversy following Eminem, and with the
soon-to-be released album, this time is no expection.

Rocky Horror Fails to Thrill
Players’ Production of over The Top Show, Was Not Much of a Spectacle
Jessica Havery
News Editor

His Guns%;l:
Michael T. Martin

\ .7

A ssista n t A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

R o c k y H o r r o r P ic t u r e S h o w
Starring Players

D ir. Jeremy Slagle

Ü
I
1

ach year at Montclair State University,
the Halloween season is welcomed
by the fishnet-wearing frenzied cast
of The Rocky Horror Picture Show. The
Players’ annual performance of the cult clas
sic wouldn’t be complete without skin-tight
Speedos, half-dressed transvestites, and an
inch of pink, glitter hairspray on the counter
of the women’s bathroom.
As in past Rocky tradition, a group of
scantily dressed “transies” waited to sexually
harass students as they received their pro
grams in the annex. Ticket holders who have
never had the pleasure of seeing Rocky are
labeled Virgins’ and marked with the letter
‘V,’ that, unbeknownst to them, brings future
sexual embarrassment. The traditional open
ing dance, performed ”by a group of sexed up
“transies” led to a “Toxic” striptease and the
lap dance of audience member M att Gossin.
After the “transies” attem pted to amuse to
Gossin’s fancy, the “virgins” were called to
kneel, on the stage and beg for a seven-inch
strawberry surprise (Twizzlers people, come
Natalie Sousa i The Moniciafion
on).
This year, Players’ production of The Rocky Horror Picture Show stayed true to its scandal

E

hyne, a.k.a. Jam aal Barrow, is known
as the m an who went to jail after the
infamous 2000 trial involving Sean
“Puffy” Combs and Jennifer Lopez. He was
indicted for setting off a gun in a nightclub
and sentenced to 10 years in prison. Barrow has earned respect from hip hop
fans as the man who took the fall - as opposed
to Combs - for the shooting incident. While
in prison, he has recorded 10 albums, the
first of which is Godfather Buried Alive. On
the album - typical gangsta rap fare, which
includes gun-toting boasts, as well as the
usual misogyny and homophobia - Shyne tries
to hush the critics who - referring to Shyne’s
baritone - once called him a Notorious B.I.G.
wannabe.
On the opening track, “Quasi O.G.,” Shyne
raps over a sample of Bob Marley’s “No More
Trouble.” The track is an introduction to
Shyne, as he touches on everything from his
absent father to President George W. Bush.
For some reason, Shyne raps along with a
recording of himself; this produces an odd
muffling effect on his voice. The Marley
sample is about as “pop” as Shyne’s songs get;
however, it is a poor choice, as Shyne’s rants
can’t compare when juxtaposed with Marley’s
rebel music.
One highlight is the Swizz Beats-produced track, “Shyne.” The syncopated beat
provides tension in the background, which
is finally relieved by the smooth hook, sung
by Mashonda, who is more soulful than the
average hook-singing honey. Shyne raps, “Ya
got it confused - I ain’t tryna fill nobody’s
shoes/Tm ju st lookin’ for connects... /Doin’
what I do/Back against the wall/Against all
odds/Tune into my life.. .sicka then Oz. ”
On the single, “Jimmy Choo,” Shyne courts
a woman, gangsta-style. As Ashanti sings
a breathy vocal on the hook, Shyne drops
lines like, “We can go shoppin’ and buy some
things/Up in H arry Winston ma/Try some

S

S E E ‘SHYNE’ ON P. 13'

ous nature, with entertainment by dancing “transie” sophomore Jessie Lewin and behind
in fat girl suit director Jeremy Slagle.

“Last Friday, the
inconsistent outcries
m ade it im possible to hear
a full call line and even
interfered w ith the plot of
the scripted show.”
When the show opens, Brad and Janet,
innocent newlyweds convincingly played by
Mike Heleglers junior English major and
Stephanie Bashall, senior theatre major find
themselves stranded in the rain and knocking
on the door of Dr. Frank N’ Furter’s mansion.
Little do they know th at Riff Raff, Frank N
Furter’s shifty butler, played by Walter SotoIiebm an, junior music major, has welcomed
them into a transsexual’s house - one that
will forever haunt them with visions of hump

ing and sneaky hijinx. Dr. Frank N1 Furter,
the head transsexual of the household, was
played by John Greenstien, a junior underclared major. This was Greenstien’s first
time playing the role of Frank N Furter and
he seemed to be missing the extra pep in his
step as he pranced around the stage. In fact,
the last time MSU saw any pep out of Frank
N Furter, it came from former MSU Players
‘member John McBeath. Jenny Derkis, a
freshman dance major played Columbia, the
glittered-in-gold tap dancer, and nailed the
nasally voice and cute red-headed personality
th at the MSU community has come to expect
from Columbia.
While the show was presented in its tra
ditional Rocky form, the less than thrilled
audience sat silent and strained to hear the
variety of call lines traditionally shouted out
by cast members. From Rick James tributes
to sing-song rhymes, call lines are what most
people consider to be the funniest tidbits of
the show. Last Friday, however, the inconsis
tent outcries made it impossible to hear a full

call line and even interfered with the plot of
the scripted show. To the Rocky “virgin”, this
show would look like a bunch of squaking
cross-dressers. The “transies” became call
line cheerleaders when the show went bad
and the “virgins” in the audience realized
th at the sex wasn’t good enough to stay for
the entire performance.
Although some audience members couldn’t
handle the sexual innuendo and crazy call
lines, one non-MSU student, who arrived
with his own pair of black fishnets, became
an unofficial “transie.” While he was amus
ing, the mystery man was nowhere near as
hot as Chance Thatch, senior business major,
and Robynn Thome, senior general humani
ties major, by far the two favorite “transies.”
Over the years, my favorite line has been,
“say goodbye to all of this and hello to obliv
ion.” And though Riff Raff said it without
flaw, towards the end of Friday night’s per
formance, I began to wonder when Players
would say goodbye to this show, and hello to
something new.
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SHANGHAI QUARTET
K A SSER TH EATER
NOVEMBER 6 AT 7:30PM
STRING QUARTET OP. 19 NO. 1
BEETHOVEN
STRING QUARTET NO. 1
COHEN
STRING QUARTET
“DEATH AND THE MAIDEN”
SH U BERT

MONTCLAIR
STATE
UNIVERSITY

' “ Som e say the best musical
instrument of all is the human
voice. If you’ve seen Rockapella
you know that’s the truth.”
V.
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Sideways: A Film Worth Savoring

A R T S
C a le n d a r

Michael T. Martin

ÍlÍllIÍILé«¿Jk8¿s«

A ssista n t A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

S id e w a y s
Dir Alexander Payne
Starring Paul G ¡amatti
Fox Searchlight Picture;-

x!

I

ideways seems to be the culmination
of sorts for its filmmakers and lead
actor - Alexander Payne (director and
co-screenwriter) and Jim Taylor (co-screen
writer) have both won praise for their collab
orative work on Election and About Schmidt,
and star Paul Giamatti has slowly made a
name for himself with memorable support
ing roles in Man on the Moon and American
Splender. Sideways is, perhaps, the pinnacle
of all of their work.
In Sideways, Giamatti is Miles, an uptight
middle-school English teacher and wine con
noisseur who is struggling to get his first
novel published. He and his wife have been
divorced for two years, but he is not over her.
Miles’ college fiiend, Jack, played by
Thomas Hayden Church, is distinctly differ
ent from Miles; he is a spontaneous guy who
likes excitement. He is also a former televi
sion soap star who is now mostly out of work.
The story starts as the two men set out bn
a trip to the vineyards of California one week
before Jack’s wedding. The two eventually
meet up with Maya and Stephanie, played
by Virginia Madsen and Sandra Oh, respec
tively. Jack and Stephanie hit it off right
away, matching each other’s playfulness. Jack
is determined to sleep with a woman on the
trip.

S

Dir. Brad Bird
Starring Craig T. Nelson, Holly Hunter,
Samuel L Jackson ■

courtesy of movleweb.com

Miles (Paul Giamatti) and Maya (Virginia Madsen) have a lot in common - they’re both
wine connoisseurs and recently divorced.

Things are more complicated, however, inhibited. On the trip, he proves extremely
for Miles in his interactions with Maya. She inflexible with their plans (and annoyingly
is obviously interested in him - they both elitist when it comes to wine). One begins
love wine and are recently divorced - but to feel that it will take no less than an event
Miles is resistant to her advances.
of earth-shattering proportions to soften
Miles is the most complex character of the Miles’ rigid disposition. The subtlety with
group because he’s stuck in a difficult period which Giamatti plays Miles makes the couple
of uncertainty. Giamatti, whose career is scenes, in which he acts outrageously, so
aging well like his character’s favorite drink, much funnier than if Miles was a cartoonish
does an amazing job of embodying all of grump.
Miles’ inner conflicts and emotions; his eyes
In one laugh-out-loud scene, a wine server
are wonderfully expressive, whether they
are rolling back into his head from frustra
tion or reddening with sadness, and his
posture is appropriately stiff.
“[Paul] G iam atti stays true
It takes a long time before the stone face
of Miles is cracked, but Giamatti stays true to his character by keeping
to his character by keeping his actions so

I
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his actions so inhibited...
The subtlety w ith which
G iam atti plays M iles m akes
the couple scenes, in which
he asks outrageously, so
much funnier than if M iles
w as a cartoonish grump. *
refuses to fill up the depressed Mines’ glass.
He says to Miles, “it’s not a bar.” Miles grabs
the bottle, fills up the glass him self and has a
tug-of-war with the server over the [overflow
ing glass. Miles lets go, picks up a [bucket of
discarded wine and dum ps.it over himself
- wine spilling into his mouth an&ajibyer his
shirt.
Church comes out of obscunty to create
a memorable role of his ownr“T ^ ^ ^ fe ;‘y(rho
is best known as the dimwit
the
sitcom, Wings, is excellent as a to m ® 1Map
opera stud looking for some thrills^ before
he gets married. He is as serious about sex
as Miles is about wine, and his pursuit of it
leads to some funny situations.
Madsen is almost angelic as Maya. She
exudes a warm aura, and uses it to melt the
icy exterior of Miles. Madsen is mesmerizing
in her interactions with Giamatti, particular
ly when speaking to Miles about Pinot Noir,
which is used as a clever metaphor for Miles’
existence.
Sideways is disguised as an easy-going
road trip, with beautiful vineyards and a ladee-dah soundtrack in the driving sequences,
but there are deeper personal issues with
Miles. The character is so interesting, in fact,
th at he makes up for the moments when the
films’jokes aren’t so funny.
Sideways is sure to open more doors for
all involved, as it is a trium ph of storytelling.
Furthermore, the actors play their roles with
the hungry passion of true artists. Raise a
glass...here’s to Sidewaysl

jiUfie»
Dir. Charles Shyer
Starring Jude Law, Sienna Miller,
Susan Sarandon

Classic Rock

John Lennon

Hi Acoustic
Soundtrack

Various Artists

Team America - World Police

Thursday 28
Bruce Hornsby - Carnegie Hall
Blonde Redhead - Irving Plaza
Shivaree - Living Room
Friday 29
R. Kelly, Jay-Z - MSG
Switchfoot - Hammerstein Ballroom
Deftones - Starland Ballroom
Saturday 30
Angie Stone, Anthony Hamilton Symphony Hall
Allison Moorer - Webster Hall
Sunday 31
Floetry - S.O.B.'s
The Hidden Cameras - Maxwell's
M onday 1
Big Fuzz - Mercury Lounge
Clumsy Lovers - Tribecca Rock Club
Le Tigre - Irving Plaza
Tuesday 2
Echocast - Dingbatz
Michelle Malone - Knitting Factory
W ednesday 3
Vanessa Carlton - Joe's Pub

The Samples - M axwell's
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Simpson Sali^ i|in g Over Surreal Suburbia
Chokes^
Dennis R. Anderson
A ssista n t Copy Edito r

Kadijah Basir
A rts and Entertainm ent Editor

ome were astounded when ABC’s
Desperate Housewives became the toprated new television show of the fall
season, but no one really should. With The
OC and Summerland receiving huge ratings
on Fox and The WB, respectively, it was only
a m atter of months before a show climbed
over the cadavers of the CSI and Law and
Order franchises on the list of top ten televi
sion, shows and declared the prime-time soap
back from the dead. That’s where the hot
Housewives comes in.
For the first time since the successful
soapy days of Dynasty, Dallas, and Knots
Landing, America has been given melodrama
almost entirely about adults.
Housewives focuses on a group of five
suburban women.
There’s the sex-pot trophy wife Gabrielle
Solis (Eva Longoria), the career womantumed-stay-at-home-mom Lynette Scavo
(Felicity Huffman), the young, Gilmore
Girls-esque single mom Susan Mayer (Teri
Hatcher), M artha Stewart-done Bree Van
De Kamp (Marcia Cross) - and oh yeah,
most importantly, there’s Mary.Alice Young
(Brenda Strong), whose been dead since the
first episode.
Mary Alice is ju st one of the quirky things
about this show th at sets the program apart
from a great deal of others currently on tele
vision.
In the first episode ofthe show, we watched
as she woke up, got the house ready as usual
and then helped kids get ready for school,
before abruptly killing herself.
Now the deceased Mary Alice narrates
the fives of her family and four best friends.
The mystery of why Mary Alice killed herself
still continues to unfold as her neighborhood
female pals wonder what her secretive hus
band and shaky son are hiding from them.
And of course, the living housewives are
all intriguing too. The character of Hatcher,
who will always be Lois Lane from Lois and
Clark: The New Adventures o f Superman
to me and many others (or perhaps she will
be remembered from those annoying Radio
Shack ads with Howie Long, I don’t know)
is possibly the least interesting of the main
female characters.
Yet, this says a lot considering she is still
more compelling than many a character on
the tube right now.
Hatcher’s Susan is a single mom who
spends most of her time fighting with her
ex-husband, chatting with her daughter
Gifinore-style, as if they were pal/pal not
parent/child, and competing with her rival
(the seductive Edie, played wickedly-well by
Nicolette Sheridan) for the affections of the
neighborhood plumber (James Denton).
Susan has already gotten herself in some
attention-grabbing situations, such as acci
dentally burning down Edie’s house and lock
ing herself out of her own house while in the
nude.
.Even more captivating than Susan is
Gabriel, who is a television rarity in th at she
is the most affluent woman on the block and
happens to be Latino.
While many television shows sadly decide
to relegate their Hispanic characters to jobs
like gardeners, this woman is instead a
wealthy wife and having an affair with a
young, Caucasian gardener (Jesse Metcalfe).
Gabriel better watch out, however, because
her mean, rich hubby (Ricardo Chavira) is
catching on to her side-sex experiences and
has gone as far as to mistakenly beat up a
gay cable guy when he thought that guy was
having an affair with his wife.
Felicity Huffman, best known for previ
ously playing a main character on ABC’s
brilliant Sports Night is actually portraying

S

courtesy of usatoday.com

ow much can we be
entertained by our
favorite pop artists?
Don’t you find it tiring to see
them do the same thing over
and over again? It’s a bit
sickening at times to see them
always have a perfect perfor
mance and never lose their
cool. Wouldn’t you like to see
them mess up ju st one time?
Well, this week we finally
had our chance to see one of
them as more human, more
than someone with celebrity
status. The ever-charming
Ashlee Simpson, sister of
favorite Newlywed Jessica
Simpson, had her first five
show on Saturday Night Live,
and let’s ju st say th at it didn’t
quite sync in well with the
music.
We were first introduced to
Simpson’s musical style earlier
this year when she decided
to be like her big sister and
come out with her own album.
Simpson first single “Pieces of
Me” was a big hit on the charts,
but in my opinion it sounded...
how do I say this nicely? Like
a dying whale beached on a
shore crying for help. I guess
having your, own reality show
and celebrity family makes it
easy to sell records.
Anyway, back to her perfor
mance - after being introduced
by celebrity host Jude Law,
Simpson entered the stage,
attem pting to do an enticing
dance. The band began to play
and as soon as Simpson began
to sing her song, a record of
someone singing entered the
speaker of the stage. Needless
to say, Simpson went from
doing the sexy dance, to simply
clowning herself. With great
humiliation, she jumped up
and ran off the stage a few
minutes later, leaving viewers
confused.
On TEL this past Monday,
she claimed to have had acid
reflux the night of the show
and wasn’t able to sing. By the
recommendation of her father
she used a track, like many
artists do. True or false? I
don’t know. Let’s ju st hope this
goes down in history as one of
funniest things a celebrity did
to embarrass oneself It’s not
th at I don’t like Simpson, it’s
ju st funny to see a mediocre
artist majorly humiliate her
self. That is why she is this
week’s ENTERTAINER OF
THE WEEK!!!

H

courtesy of abc.com

Lynette, played by Felicity Huffman, is one of the quirky housewives struggling with both
the real and surreal problems that plague their everyday lives.

a character not so dissimilar from the one she
is famous for. Desperate’s Lynette is really
ju st a possible evolution of Night’s Dana.
Dana was a highly successful sports station
employee while Lynette is a brava business
woman who gave it all up for her children.
As Lynette mentioned in the Oct. 24 episode,
she could easily m aintain a boardroom full
of people without a problem but yet, she has
difficulty controlling a few boys. Huffman
plays her character with such confident yet
frenzied - emotion th at it’s simply entranc
ing- |
Even more mesmerizing of a character on
the show is th at of Cross’ Bree Van Der Kamp
(a fitting name for such a WASP-y role). Cross
has wowed TV audiences before as Melrose’s
Place homicidal psycho, Kimberly, and as

Everwood’s lonely HIV-positive Dr. Linda
Abbott. Cross definitely has serious acting
skills and shows it off again here as th at hor
rendously happy homemaker-type th at Betty
White made humorous on Mary Tyler Moore
and th at M artha Stewart makes fascinat
ingly scary during, well, every newscast. The
deliciously robotic Bree is a flamb^-making
perfectionist who cares so much about how
society views her th at it’s driven her husband
(Steven Culp) out of the house and into a
hotel.
Yet Bree can’t talk about this heartbreak
to her friends because th at would mean
admitting a flaw.
Whew, with all this drama from each of
Housewives’ character, it’s no wonder why
viewers are desperate for more.
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With. a. special ultraviolet camera, one
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in their lifetime, make sure to examine
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changes to your dermatologist.
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EMINEM
CONTINUED FROM R 9

awards show.
In order to put out his flaming hair, im ita
tion Michael dunks his head into a grungy
toilet bowl in a filthy bathroom Stall. Just
seconds after that, Eminem appears from the
stall next to Jackson’s and, in shock of seeing
each other, they scream and Eminem vomits
all over Jackson in an Exorcist-like way. A
few scenes later, the im itation Jackson is
seen dancing in a dub-like setting when, all
of a sudden, his nose falls off. This pokes fun
at the many number of times the King of Pop
has allegedly had plastic surgery on his face.
Near the end of the video, Jackson, with his
hair still smoldering, is seen sitting on his

“I adm ire Em inem as an
artist, and w as shocked
by this. The video was
inappropriate and
disrespectful to m e, my
children, my family, and
the com m unity at large.”
M ichael Jackson
Recording Artist

bed while little boys in pajamas are dancing
and jumping on the m attress around him.
These are m eant to bring up the past and
current accusations th at Jackson is a child
molester.
The old cliché says th at pictures are worth
a thousand words, but another expression
holds true in this case: Eminem’s lyrics are
w orth.their weight in gold. Some of the

www.themontclarion.org
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song’s words have brought on their own
bought of controversy. The lines “little boy,
ju st touch my body/ I mean little girl” and
“Come here little kiddies on my lap/Guess
who’s back with a brand new rap and I don’t
mean rap as in a new case of child investiga
tion accusations” have prompted Jackson to
respond. Jackson said, “I admire Eminem as
an artist, and was shocked by this. The video
was inappropriate and disrespectful to me,
my children, my family, and the community
at large.”
It was th at idea and general feeling that
made Black Entertainm ent Television (BET)
president Robert Johnson ban the video from
appearing on the network. He commented on
his decision by saying th at it was “partly out
of the respect for the relationship we’ve had
with Michael over the years.”
Eminem would not comment on the issue
of the song itself He only stated th at he
was “sorry” for BETs decision to ban the
video. The video also pokes fun at Madonna,
MC Hammer, and Pee Wee Herman - where
Eminem runs naked through the streetsbefore getting thrown in jail, as happened
to Herman. One major difference was that
Herman wasn’t arrested by former TV show
CHiPs star Erik Estrada.
Eminem has been making fun of all types
of celebrities, including President George W.
Bush, in his songs and music videos. Why
was it th at this song hit such a bad note with
the media and music lovers alike? We may
never know the answer to that.
While some support Jackson’s arguments
against the song, many stand beside Eminem,
saying th at his song is not m eant to hurt any
one, but ju st to parody them.
One song line supports this argument in
saying, “That’s not a stab at Michael, that’s
ju st a metaphor...”
Can one song really do so much to divide
the music lovers of the country? Apparently,
it can.

SHYNE
CONTINUED FROM R 9

rings/Tll have you feelin’like you was Princess
Di/So much cuts on your wrist/Think you try
suicide.” He’s quite a charmer, th at Shyne.
Seriously, though, his word choice is often
disturbing, but his metaphors have style and
reflect his perception of life.
“M artyr” contemplates what it means to
live when faced with so much opposition.
Shyne raps, “laughing at the devil, homicidal
threats/Only if he knew, I wanna he cold,
who.. .wanna die old/On this miserable earth,
forever, put me in dirt/It’s better than living
searchin’ treasure/That only brings atrocity,
and treachery, baby mothers stressing me/
Ain’t no hope left in me.” Later, he asserts
himself as someone who would rather die
fighting than become a helpless victim.
The best track on Godfather is “Diamonds
and Mac 10’s,”which brings the album to a dra
matic close. The horns and bass of the sample
drive the track home as Shyne - rather than
talking tough - finally addresses the conflict

inside him in regards to his trial and his life
style.
He raps, “Can’t take this pressure or this
pain/Too much for these young eyes/Real
G’s don’t die, that’s a lie/Cuz Im dyin inside,
cryin’ inside/Look at me sweatin’, palms shakin, hidin’ inside.” Shyne rides the beat to
the end and leaves listeners wanting more of
the same.
It’s too bad th at Shyne doesn’t let down
his guard aside from “Diamonds.” It’s the
first time he doesn’t come across as an emo
tionless terminator.
Shyne is utterly serious. He lacks the
charisma and versatility of fellow gansta
rapper 50 Cent (whom Shyne refers to in “For
the Record”), and because Shyne’s deliveiy
becomes monotone after a while, his often
clever and meaningful rhymes can easily be
glossed over. For the sake of the music, the
dynamics of Shyne’s music need to vary - in
both lyrical delivery and vibe of the songs.
The echo-voice effect on a few of the
tracks is evidence of the emotional distance
Shyne puts between himself and listeners.
He seems like he’s trying too hard to be - well,
hard, and he has yet to find his individual
artistic voice. He shows potential, and there’s
a good chance - now th at he’s been affirmed

courtesy of shyne.com

On Godfather Burled Alive, incarcerated rapper Shyne shows potential, but has yet to let a
truly distinctive voice shine in his m usic.
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MORE PARKING
SPO TS
Montclair State University Station
at Little Falls is now open!
It's like having your own train station right here on campus with 1,500
new parking spots! Whether you're heading to class, a night in the
city or a concert, the train is the way to go. Just park, ride and
relax at our new Montclair State University station at Little
Falls along the Montclair-Boonton Line. We offer fast and
easy trips to NYC, Hoboken and Newark plus
connections through Secaucus Junction to
Newark Liberty International Airport.
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War Is Not The Answer!
Issue*

Fortunato Pascrell

Supports policy of pre-emptive war?
(e.g. attack on Iraq)

té No

té Yes

té Yes

té No

té Yes

\té No

té Yes

té No

M Yes

|gf No

Will seek immediate and responsible withdrawal of
American troops from Iraq?

£

Supports U.S. participation! in International - - ;
Criminal

•

Will pursue a significant reduction of the military
budget and invest the cuts in; healthcare, veterans’
benefits, education, housing environment?
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Elect

Joseph A. Fortunato
to Congress
8th Congressional District

w w w .fortunatoforcongress.com
Paid for by Fortunato for Congress, Bud Feder,Treasurer.
546 Valley Road, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
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' In less than a week, one of the most im portant presidential
elections in the history of this nafeion will takeplace. Some of
ns will vote, some of ns will not, but nevertheless, all of us, as
Americans, will be forced to live w ith the consequences as citi
zens of th is coantry.
After th e free-for-all th at marked the election o f2000, there’s
little dohbt drat millions across the country will be following the
results on Tuesday, as this promises to be a close and hotly con■Vtested election. But as we watch, we also realize th at the rest of
* the 'maid will be watching as well, as this election not only affects
. the U nited.States, but every hum an.being from every walk of ;
. life.
Iraq, Sudan, England, Afghanistan, North Korea; these are
ju st a few of the many nations whose populations w il be directly
affected by US policy, as directed by its commander-in-chief. In
the post-9/11 era, the stakes have been raised higher th an ever,
and the divisions on issues are arguably the greatest in the his
tory of the union.
If the did saying is true, th at you can 03% phase some of the
people áU the time and all of the people some of the time, then
regardless of the results of th is election much controversy and
debate will continue to persist. Neither candidate is without his
shortcomings, and perhaps the tremendous divide in the polls
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is indicative of the lack of faith Americans have in Bush and
Kerry.
' \ But where in the past it was permissible to pass on the oppor
tunity to vote, downplaying the importance of the individual’s
foie in government, the weight of the issues is pushing many to
register th is year. Of course, it remains to be seen how many
will follow through and get to the polls on November 2, but at
the same time, this was a different eountryat the time of the last
presidential election.
If was convenient for many of us to simply offer opinions on
the elections of past years, but now, as adults, we will be the ones
having to live with the ramifications of election n ig h t Every
American has th e choice between voting or n o t hut as you look a t
the issues, from the rising death toll of American soldiers to the
rising costs of college tuition, you have the responsibility, at the
very least as an American, to make ibid; choice carefully.
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Inconclusive Conclusions of Politics
Regardless of Candidates and Their Shortcomings, All Americans Must Get out to Vote This Tuesday
As students, we are urged to vote in
the prim ary election for president of the
United States. Now, more than ever, we are
being told to cast our
votes for the two main
political incum bents
in this year’s election:
John Kerry and George
Bush.
However, as the
young adults we are,
we can analytically see
th at it’s not as simple
AMANDA
as black and white or
ARGENTO
in
this case, red and
COLUMNIST
blue. During the recent
debates between John F. Kerry and George
W. Bush the new generation of Americans
(or as we are commonly referred to the “Dot
Nets”), were able to peer into the minds of
these two candidates.
After the debate, the nation seemed to col
lectively come to an understanding th at both
of the candidates were not all th at conclusive

about their political platforms. This indeci
siveness has spread like wildfire, affecting
polls, the typical talking-head newscast, and
of course the young American.
The indecisiveness of th is election is
nourished by the ever-growing tru st by the
human in the content of the Internet. This
leads us to present the fact th at our genera
tion has been deemed the Dot Net generation
- that of young consumers who get tbeir daily
sound bytes and boldfaced headlines from
the Internet. It also, consequently happens
th at we are the generation th at will have a
record-breaking say in this year’s election.
However, we cannot put this Voice to
waste; we can’t feel disenfranchised. It is
up to us to pursue the right to see the tru th
about the candidates running for the most
powerful office in the world.
Whether it is the fraternal ties John
Kerry and George Bush share through Yale’s
Chapter of the Skull and Bones Fraternity or
both Bush and Kerry’s questionable m ilitary
records, we need to look within and tell our

selves we will not stand for the mediocrity that
both candidates have presented us.
The indecisiveness we keep returning to
is further nourished as the lobbyists and the
media begin taking sides in the m atter of
objective information about our candidates. In
several different polls conducted by different
media outlets the candidate winning has fluc
tuated dramatically between each poll.
The irony of this situation is th at the results
have varied depending on whether the publica
tion or media broadcast was considered slanted
to the left or the right.
The lobbyists within the media also flex
their political muscle with actions such as the
Sinclair Broadcasting Group commanding ah
its networks to show an anti-Kerry documen
tary supporting the swift boat veterans.
When the lobbyists of Hollywood back John
Kerry through many different fundraisers and
sound the siren of alarm to their fans to show
disapproval of Bush as president.
In probably the only concluding thoughts
you may read for a while, it is up to us, the Dot

Net generation, the generation of change,
to use our technology in our favor. There
are millions of third-hand sources th at are
rehable on the Internet and in print that
can provide us with new perspectives and
factual information about our candidates.
We also have to be aware and use our
minds to their fullest capacities and be
strong enough to analyze everything with
a concise mind.
This is our time to show the world th at
the new generation of Americans is ready
to become the leaders of the world; let’s
prove this to the United States of America
when we ah take part in voting on Nov. 2.

A m an d a A rg e n to , a p sy ch o lo g y m ajor, is in h e r
fir s t y e a r a s a c o lu m n ist fo r The M ontdarion.
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OPINION

The Rising Star of Women in News
With Reporters Like Norah O ’Donnell Leading the Way, Equal Opportunity Awaits
On the first airing of the O’Reilly Report,
Bill O’Reilly asked the world, “How did it
happen? How did television news become so “With her experience, Norah O’Donnell has been
predictable, and in some
blazing the trail as a credible political reporter cases, so baring?”
Though O’Reilly
opening more opportunities for her sex in politics.”
was speaking about
the media in general,
his shows have been
Since she was traveling w ith the
dram atically improv women have been politically active since the
President’s party, one would assume th at she
ing the quality of male- creation of this country.
Haven’t an increasing number of women would side more with the president than with
anchored news shows.
WENDY
Simultaneously, female- been entering the workforce and enrolling in the John Kerry campaign.
I initially got this impression when she
DESTEFANO
anchored news shows
colleges?
COLUM NIST
stm
p ra c tic e
1 9 5 0 >s
So isn’t it reasonable to conclude th at poli was comparing the number of voters th at the
Bush campaign and associates of the John
tics is one of “women’s interests?”
journalistic standards.
Ironically, women are a crucial swing vote Kerry campaign each have claimed to regis
As documented in the book Spin Sisters
ter.
by M yrna Blyth, the media has been short group in the 2004 presidential election.
Then she answered a question about a
The Bush and Kerry camps are trying
changing women by selling them propaganda
about their “needs” for m aterial possessions to appeal to women with empty, rhetorical, truck parked behind by saying th at it con
and juvenile emotional appeals as if women tained equipment th at Bush - like other poli
and Barbie doll-like looks and brains.
Personally, I see at least two other exam are overly-emotional and politically ignorant ticians - would use to woo and impress voters
at his campaign rallies.
boneheads.
ples in addition to the book’s examples.
After researching O’Donnell’s life, she
Such examples include F irst Lady Laura
The first example is The Pox News
Channel since it; has been heavily ^promot Bush and Teresa Heinz-Kerry appearing on became my favorite journalist of all time.
O’Donell is a political independent.
ing Greta Van Susteren and Rita Cosby Live with Regis and Kelly and The View,
She idolizes the outspoken United States
- two Barbie doll-like anchors - for reporting respectively.
Women shouldn’t fall for these cheap President H arry Truman.
“women’s news” - sleazy tabloid stories about
She graduated from Georgetown
Laci Peterson, Kobe Bryant, and Michael tactics when m aking a life-altering political
University with a degree in political science
decision.
Jackson.
Instead, women should seek information and a minor in philosophy.
The second is book retailer Barnes and
She completed a m aster’s degree in inter
Noble, for the way it classifies its gender- from well-trusted sources, especially those of
national studies at Georgetown.
specific magazines into categories of “Men’s their own gender.
She was a staff w riter for Roll Call and
On this point, I urge women to watch NBC
Interests” and “Women’s Interests.”
Under the “Men’s Interests” banner, one News White House correspondent Norah the National Journal' before joining NBC
finds magazines about fitness, outdoor life, O’Donnell, because she represents American News.
In 1998, 24-year-old O’Donnell, became a
women politically in the m ainstream news
and history.
political analyst for MSNBC.
But under the “Women’s Interests” ban media.
O’Donnell has appeared on The Today
I first saw O’Donnell on MSNBC when
ner, one finds magazines about house life,
she was covering President Bush’s May 4, Show, NBC N ightly News, The Chris
fashion, and celebrity gossip.
Matthews Show~ •
Hardball
Did I miss something? I thought American 2004 campaign stop in Ohio.

with Chris Matthews, MSNBC News Live,
Lester Hold Live, and Scarborough Country
• O’Donnell has worked as an NBC
Pentagon and Congressional Correspondent.
Presently, she works as an NBC White
House Correspondent and as a reporter
working under Lisa Myers in the NBC News
investigative unit.
Her highest profile assignments include
covering Operation Enduring Freedom,
interviewing F irst Lady Laura Bush, cover
ing the Republican National Convention,
and traveling with President Bush and his
supporters to cover the Bush Presidential
campaign trail.
With her experience, Norah O’Donnell
has been blazing the trail as a credible politi
cal reporter - opening more opportunities for
her sex in politics.
In the way The O’R eilly Factor trans
formed the news media for the American
public, women can finally evaluate both
sides of the issue from an un-intimidated and
unbiased feminist perspective.
Women can finally express their femi
nine, clever, funny, intelligent, man-respect
ing and admiring personalities in the news
media without fearing derogatory labels
against women.
Women can also be celebrated for speak
ing their minds with, creative, unique, and
honest views and beliefs in the news media.
The door has been opened; we’ll see who
takes th at step.

W endy D e S te fa n o , a p o litic a l s c ie n c e m a jo r, is in
h e r th ird y e a r a s a c o lu m n ist fo r

The Montciarion.

Dot Net Generation Needs to Vote
Voting Turnout From the Youth of this Country is Critical to Our Future As Americans
As a present member of what some now
call the “Dot Net” generation, I find myself
pondering-exactly how my vote will ulti
mately affect the future
political structure of the
United States.
Over the last two
years, especially the
last six months, I have
noticed a significant
increase in the attem pt
to recruit and obtain the
Dot Net Generation’s
CAROL
votes. I see political
GEBHART
clubs organized by stu
COLUMNIST
dents on campus, musi
cians banding together to encourage young
people to vote, and constant bombardment
in the form of newspaper, magazine, radio
and television programs focused on the
upcoming election.
It seems th at everywhere I go, I am sur

^

rounded by political information, and argu
ments designed to sway me one way or the
other.
Although I am only one person, I am now
realizing th at my vote m atters. My one vote
could make the difference between whether
or not we have a Republican or Democratic,
or even, Independent president.
It could make the difference as to wheth
er or not stem-cell research or saine-sex
m arriages become legalized nationwide, or
whether or not I, as a female, could perhaps
be drafted.
Our political candidates are making a
concentrated effort to get my generation’s
vote. Slogans such as “Every Vote Counts,”
“One Vote, One Voice,” and others are promi
nently displayed in many public venues. Our
own campus-held registration drives, and I
have even seen voter registration tables set
up in bars.
There are Bush/Cheney and Kerry/

Edwards stickers, buttons, banners and
signs all over, as people encourage support
for their preferred candidate. A popular
slogan here on campus is “Rock The Vote.”
There have been concerts dedicated to oust
ing our current president, such as “Rock
Against Bush.”
Popular TV networks like MTV have made
great efforts to encourage American youth to
vote. Celebrities like Bruce Springsteen,
P.Diddy, and Drew Barrymore have taken
strong stands about the upcoming election
and their preferences over candidates.
They have been very vocal and very pub
lic about encouraging and educating young
people to let them know their votes count.
These celebrities want young Americans
to realize th at voting is a right and a privi
lege, and to make them aware that the more
people who vote, the better the opportunity
for change in political structure and regula
tions.

The overall message brought to America
via celebrities, local newspapers, television,
radio and the media in general is vote. You
have the power to show your voice, why not
exercise this right?
Therefore, I say to my generation, show
your voice! It is of utmost importance to
increase the representation within our gov
ernment to include the vast number of youth
voters who are eligible and have an opinion.
By voting, you make your opinion count
and your voice heard. So again, Dot Netters,
let’s get out there and show them our stuff.
Vote on Nov. 2, and make your voice count!

C a ro l G e b h a rt, a g e n e ra l h u m a n itie s m a jo r is in
h e r fir s t y e a r a s a c o lu m n ist fo r The Montciarion.

W anted :^
Writers for the Opinion Section

—,

Let Your Voice Be Heard On Campus and Elsewhere By Writing For The Montciarion!
Write for the Opinion Section and Make a Difference at MSU!
montopinion@yahoo.com
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Statistic
of the
Week

KEVIN DUNPHY

46-46

Year: Senior
Major: Human
Ecology

Quinnipiac Univ. poll

I

'I think it'-» going to
he very close. The
amount of people who don't vote will
hurt a lot 1 think Bueh will slightly
win. but 1 don't believe ;uiv of their
rhetoric anyway*

yk.
!

j ^

|

percentage between
Bush and Kerry in NJ

R O B ER T

courtesy of krtcampus.com

FRUHMAN
Year: Junior
M ajor: Education

I l “MSU will win. No
m utter who we have a
president t he cost <if t union will i ise "

Montclarion M ailbag

lege student, but I do believe th at there are registered to vote are closely monitoring the
more serious issues th at need to be discussed presidential campaign. The poll also found
I am writing to you in response to the to determine who our next president will be. th at 80 percent of these voters plan to vote
on Nov. 2.
article titled “Bush Policies Cheat College
Even if not every one of us shows up at
Students.” Even though I should be, I am not Jaimelyn VanWinkle
the polls on Election Day, it will prove that
very aware of what is going on in the world Athletic Training
KATIE MANCINE
80 percent of us attem pted to influence the
ofpolitics and I feel I should, with the 2004 Sophomore
outcome of the election! We m ust act upon
Year: Junior
elections approaching.
M ajor: Fine Arts
our interest in the campaign, to make this
I am 19-years-old and currently a sopho
statistic a reality.
more at MSU, and I found the article “Bush
“Kerry, because Ashlee Polices Cheat College Students” to be very
Our strength lies in our numbers. The US
Simpsons popularity
Census Bureau reported th at in 2003 there
beneficial to an uninformed college student Dear Montclarion,
were 28,899,571 eligible voters between the
like myself. This article, was very informa
According to an Associated Press story by ages of 18 and 24: approximately 29 million
tive and made me realize th at I need to
know more about what is going on in the Ron Fournier and, also according to a Kerry votes th at can be cast. Therefore, there are
political world especially with issues th at are spokesperson, unless the election is a land approximately 29 million chances to make a
affecting me now as a college student. After slide for Bush, Kerry is declaring victory, difference in this country.
DAVID DEITCH
The youth of this country are portrayed
His 10,000-member S.W.A.T.
reading this article, it became apparent to claiming
as
caring
only about partying, shopping, and
by
with
their
privately
me
th
at
President
Bush
has
done
nothing
for
Year: Sophomore
university students besides making our lives fueled jets no mote than one hour away from other superficial m atters. On Nov. 2, we
M ajor: ftolitical
more difficult by raising the cost of tuition by £Lad^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m m m e srotmd state and they must show America th at we are a dependable
Science
resource to our great democ14 percent in the past year and 35 perce n t will fly in and tie everything up in litigation.
Even if there is a big Bush win, they intend :jacy. Wd arc the future of this great nation.
“K em . because Hush in throughout his presidency.
ito b L *
Another issue presented in this n ra H j to frigate any dost precincts. Of'course. B ut what exactly do we care about?
th at I really related to was the PeJl Grant Kerry has also filed lawsuits to get Ralph ’ Acccfdingto an MTV/CIRCLE poll, issues
18 to 29 year-olds when voting
issue because it affected me first-hind. This j
7-4,*' t *i
for
a
presidential
candidate are 35 percent
With Kerry’s election infimidatioo threats
year I did not receive even half the amount nf
DAVID
jobs
and.;thi|economy,
22 percent national
what I received last year as a freshman anil and efforts to suppress anyone who dis
HOLOWITZ
security
and
terrorism
,
15 percent the pres
agrees
With
him.
These
individuals
include
now I understand why. All college sludunta
ent
war
in
Iraq,
12
percent
education, 11
tte
SwiftlBoat
Vets,
Sinclair
Broadcasting,
need financial aid, so why do^s President
Year: Sophomore
percent
civil
rights
and
civil
liberties, and
^
^
^
^
^
^
irw
o
o
d
,
a
Pulitzer
Prize-winning
Bush feel th at $260 million n e e ^ W o P H lI
iA fcT ,
M ajor: Justice
two
percent
crime
and
violence.
jopritalist,
and
the
highly
decorated
Vietnam
from the Pell Grant program? »
Most college students do not receive POWs who produced S to ku Honor It .-ou nds a g J h e Statistics speak for themselves.
“Kerry will win simply enough financial aid as it is, we certainly^ ..MtefidMbgacy will be oa the m p M l (IB Illlin g to Rock the Vote, the MTV pro
because Rush has no idea what he is
cannot afford a cut in the program, espe any member of the current Democratic party motional voting campaign, 80 percent of
doing in that office. Kerry us the lesser
America’s 140,000 soldiers in Iraq are below
ever seize power.
cially to that extent.
of the two evils.”
Vote like your life depends on it, because it the age of 35, and policymakers and intellec
This article has opened my eyes to what is
tuals debate re-instating a draft. Also, Rock
really going on in this world and how much does. God Bless America!
the Vote finds th at 22 percent of high-school
it is affecting me. However, when voting'in
graduates cannot go to a four-year college
the 2004 election, there are a lot more issues Vivienne Erk
JACOB V.
because of the rising cost of tuition. Lastly,
I should take into account before taking a Undeclared
HUDNUT
they found th at of adults below the age of
stand.
25, 10 percent are unemployed and seeking
Dear Montclarion,
Although
President
Bush
has
caused
a
Year Senior
employment.
tremendous
increase
in
tuition
throughout
Major: Political
We cannot allow this election to pass us
This
is
a
call
to
arms
for
all
young
voters.
his
presidency,
I
think
the
article
was
very
Science
one-sided because Senator Kerry’s plans for Like most young Americans, I hate being by. Whichever candidate you throw your
I “Kerry will win the
aiding college students were never men told what to do and being told how to live powerful vote behind is a decision to be made
popular vote for .sure, bur the electoral
tioned. While not taking a specific side, who my life. However, I implore you to exercise behind the curtain. I only hope th at you uti
college is a different story*
says th at Senator Kerry might not raise the your democratic privilege of voting on Nov. 2. lize this powerful privilege - one many great
tuition-for all universities even higher if he Serfous issues are dependent on the outcome men and women fought for us to have.
of the 2004 presidential election.
does get elected?
This year’s presidential election has Rosanne Roccasanta
Even
though
the
facts
are
there,
I
feel
HAKIM ABDI
this type of article might cloud the judgment received the highest amount of attention Graduate Student
of college students to only vote based on the by the nation’s young adults since 1992, Human Ecology
Year: Senior
M ajo r
financial aid situation presented in this according to The Center for Information and
Enviornm ental
article instead of weighing all the im portant Research on Civic Learning and Engagement
Geoscience
issues th at are being discussed during this (CIRCLE).
According to an MTV/CIRCLE poll taken
election. Tuition cost is certainly an impor
“John Kerry' will win
tan t issue for this election since I am a col in September, 81 percent of young adults
by a landslide."
Dear Montclarion,

The Montclarion M ailbag Policy
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 350 words will net be considered for publication. • Once
received, letters are property of The M ontclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they Include the author's

Q uestion o f the Week opinions are views
exp ressed by fhe students of M ontclair State
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The Margaret & Herman Sokol Sciece

Presents
Fisher Professor of Natural History at Harvard U

Dr.Andrew Knoll

Wednesday, November 3,2004 8:00 p.m.
Alexander Kasser Theater
* « »;

IJ IJ U

J li* * * * * *

imm

I

National Academ y o f Science m em ber, D r .K n o ll w ill discuss this controversial issue and how 21st
century scientists are exploring the solar system and beyond for signs o f life. Building on his research
experience as a paleontologist and his consultation with NASA on the Mars rover m issions, Dr. Knoll wil
explain how our understanding o f biological history on Earth informs the search for life elsewhere, how
the 2004 Mars rovers are reshaping astrobiological debate about our planetary neighbor, and how future
exploration w ill carry the search beyond Mars.

His book, Life m a Young Planet, is the winner o f the 2003 Phi Beta Kappa Book Award in Science. He
recently appeared on PBS Nova “Origins'’ and he has been hailed by Time Magazine as America’s best
paleontologist.

Admission: Free to MSU students, faculty/staff and Alumni
$10.00 for General Public

Tickets are required Call: 973-655-5112
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Patriotic Duty!

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
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M ay 201

Smile. Your smile brings jay and hope to Uia
»round ynu Your positive outlook, on (H
inspires others to do more. Continue to carry
on with your cheery ways and inspire others.
31 - 24 - 46

Ä G e m in i fó
(M a y 2 1 -« Ju n e 20)

You’re finally getting through to your mate.
It's not easy to speak your mind enpernally
when people are against you. Your persever
unco will sway ranre am) jiumo.
5 5 -2 1 -1 2

S:

C a n ce r ^

iJune 21 - July 21)
Interesting projects are heading your way. You
will find yourceJt collaborating with people
who will provide a fresh new outlook on things
The time to exeat« is now ew get to work.
43 13- 27
______________

«f L e o tf
(July 22 - August 21)
It’s hard being beautiful. Some people actually
think that you have beauty but luck brains.
How dare they! LOOKS Sloe they need to be
taught a lesson.

■21)
Agreeing for the sake of ending an arguii
isn’t always the wisest choice. Remain si
in your convictions. People are paying
attention to how you handle situations.
2 9 -5 6 -3 7

L ib r a
(Se p te m b e r 22

Crossword
"ÿou PA

ACROSS
1 Sir Walter Scott
novel,
Roy”
4 Conductor Seiji
9 Trains to box
14 Be obliged to
15 Back tooth
16 Medieval
surcoat
17 Be in poor
health
18 Eighteen-year
old
19 Author Jong
20 Letters of L.
Michaels’ show
21 Singer LeAnn
22 Pan of fiction
23 The work week
is over!
25 Moreover
26 Make happy
27 Approximately
29 Potpie veggie
30 Rocks
32 Marketing
overkill
37 Correct a clock
38 Forbid
39 The South
40 Biased
42 Chartered
43 Tatter
44 Less common
45 Sailors
49 Barracks bed
50 Thin but strong
53 Seraglio
54 Of cities
56 Sound dovish
57 Stage whisper
58 Retinue
59 Pop the question
60 Pine product
61 Best and
Buchanan
62 Equal score
63 Fabric fold
64 Takes ten
65 Sea wiggler

ßos! *
"THANKS, MARC*,!

.„yOM pesTRoy eveRylHiN^

AROUND you, LcAViNG TH* soil
Lifeless AND RADIOActive. “

(A

fi
I

DOWN
1 Cook with dry
heat
2 Yet to be paid
3 Warlike
4 Sharif of films
5 Astrological
arrangements

^ ^ ^ ■ l U c t o h e r 23

N ovem ber 21)

Your luck will increase hi the following
Partake in events including competitions a
even raffles. At first you might he hesitant,
that will all change quickly
1 5 -4 4 -2 0
&)

) 2004 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.

6
7
8
9

Female grad
Like corduroys
Dance, film, etc.
Painter’s
support
10 Blender setting
11 Ekberg or Baker
12 Basmati and
brown, e.g.
13 Kind of crow?
24 Cash penalties
26 For each
28 Post-career
period
29 Trash in a review
30 Theater sign’s
letters
31 Sundial X
32 I’v e __ it with
you!
33 Tendon
34 Disengage
35 Prevaricate
36 Set the pace
38 Ask for alms
41 Marino or
Blocker
42 Door knock

S a g it t a r iu s «?•)

(November 22-D ecem ber 20)
The love department has been rocky for ym
but that will change direction swiftly. You wi

S o lu tio n s
3
1
V
0
1M
tí 3
a 3 1 N
3 1 X 1
1 1 3 S

1
3
X
o
A

3
1
S
O
tí

S
S
3
N

i
V
i
V
1
U V
3 tí
a
a U

s 3 u
N
1
8
O
tí

a 3
n S
tí fl
0
N
O V
a 3 a
NV 8
V H
s

i V 3
N 1S
3 a 1
W 3 tí
3 KMV
tí
1 S 3
1 3 S
3 NO

1
3
S
V
3

d
U
V
H
S

NO
3 U
1 S

3 S V 3 1 d

SEU M ED
V O j_ b 3
o i Nn i

44 Spring
harbingers
45 Distinct
46 Atelier stand
47 Surface
48 Current events
sources

to achieve your goals if you waste you* I
wishing instead of doing? It’s time to i

D E E
MO
O U

49 Roughly
finished
51 Comic
O’Donnell
52 Rube
54 -friendly
55 Highland loch

.ft

^MontProductiory

A q u a r iu s

Love awaits you in the
Don’t be scared to ■
actually might find Jjj
but ynu won’t regret it

A re you an a r t is t or cartoonist?||
Send your
cartoons
to the
Montclarion!

O cto lx'r 22)

Don’t let fear corner ynu. Your obsessive wor
lying keeps you up at night At this rale you'll
really wear yourself out and you don’t
that to happen
21 -5 2 34

(February 18

1 4 -2 9

*€

A r ie s

■March 20

M

ft
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N o th in g to d o ?
Y E A H , R IG H T !!!!
Thurs. - 10/28 M 12pm- Pumpkin Painting-SC Ratt
5pm- Daily Iftar -SC Cafe B/C
TO N IG H T! 8pm-Alcohol AwarenessWorkshopSC 417
I 8pm-Masquerade BallJjSC Ballrooms
!|jj9pm- Halloweencoffee House -SC Ratt
F r i. - 1 0 / 2 9 ] dlarn - Psychic Fair - SC Ballroom C
7pm-PSPAlumni Spo<DktacularExtray^^^SC Dining Room
8pm- Costume Contest - SC Ratt
6:30pm- Daily Iftar - SC Cafe C
Mon. - 1 1 /1 |
7pm-OSAU Gospel Choir -SC Cafe C
7:30pm-“leif’s MakeaDeal”-SC Ballrooms
8pm-MondayNight Football -SC Ratt
Tues. - 1 1 / 2 9am-ElectionDayBreakfast-SCCommuterLounge
2:30pm-TheWaysofaClinician”-DicksonHall 215
6pm- Election Day Night Social - SC Commuter Lounge
6:30pm - Daily Iftar - SC Cafe B/C
8pm- Election )ay Social - SC Commuter Lounge
8pm- Circle of EnliBenment - Blanton Atrium
10pm- Huncfedaire - Jjp Ratt
W ed.

-

1 1

/ 3

| IQ aitjf Latino H e rita g |p s p la y - S C 3rd Floor

lffm - Totally T M o o s - SC Lobby
6:30pm - Daly Iftar - SC Call B/C
6pm - Madden NFL Tournament - SC Raft_____
For more information about these events, or any other
events, please contact Student Activities at ext. 7818

Sponsored by the SGA

C la á á tfte b á
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íltontclarton •

Child Care Wanted
Looking for a part-time babysitter
to care for infant one or two days a
week. Candidate must provide refer
ences, be dog-friendly, non-smoker !
with own transportation. (973) 7463747, dmb@iport.com

Help Wanted

www.themontclarion.org

October 28, 2004

Wbrfrin^to malee America

Health Club Upper Montclair. Front
Desk/Floor Help. Nights+Weekends.
Fax Resume with times available. 973233-0840. Attn: Tom

Busy, well established banquet facil
Looking for responsible, caring, loving, ity is seeking waiters, waitresses and
captains. Full and part time positions
fun Early Childhood Education major
available. Excellent pay and working
to baby-sit my wonderful two-year
old. Please call Suzanne at (973) 731envoironment. Contact the banquet
2989. Own car a must
manager at Mayfair Farms (973)7314300
Seeking sitter for toddler starting No
vember, Ideal sitter loves to read and
help develop baby's language skills.
DL required. Hours 11-7 or 12-8. (973)
771-1197 or hevero@comcast.net.

PART-TIME BABYSITTER for two boys
(5 and 10) in Montclair, Mondays 6-8
pm and anpther afternon (possibly
Thursday) from 2 pm. If you are a reli
able, sensible, fun, non-smoker with
your own transportation, please call
973-746-7470

! ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ •A* * * * * *

.*

*

* Postfions Available Immediately £
*
for Mad Scientists.
*
*********

Jj

J ★ M*l Science o f N orth Central New Jersey *
* is currently looking for students to work Î
* 1 -4 hours a week teaching science classes * j
* t o kids. Excellent {ray-including training!! Î

I*
*
i*
s*
I*
*
★
I

Part-time work, Great pay, flexible
schedule, sales/services, all ages 18+,
conditions apply, 973-256-5839

Miscellaneous

Do You.

G et involved at M ontclair State!
The Montclarion is actively

*
»
: ★ * * ★ ★ ★ * * * ★ * * ★ * * * ★ * * * * •*

W ith your support,
Volunteers o f America gives
hope to people in n e e d and a second chance to
pursue their American dream.

$450 Group Fundraiser. Scheduling
Bonus. 4 hours of your group's time
PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising
solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2000 in
earnings for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser with CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or visit www.
campusfundraiser.com

★ Love Working with children/
* Have full-time access to a car/
★ Have an outgoing personality/

* lr you answered yes t o tírese guestions,
!★
give us a call a t (973) 244-1880
i*
and set up an interview.

beautiful for all.

Spring Break 2005. Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancún, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus
reps. Call for discounts. Information/Reservations 1-800-648-4849.
www.ststravel.com

Volunteers o f America is
com m itted to tu rn in g the
dream o f having a place to
call home into a reality. We
offer many services designed
to fight homelessness,
including:

Since 1896, Volunteers o f
America has helped millions
o f Americans achieve their
dreams, rebuild their lives,
and restore dignity. Find out
how you can help.
Call (800) 899-0089
or visit
wwwVolunteersofAmerica.org,

♦Transitional and permanent
housing;
♦ Jo b training; and

seeking writers for all sections.

♦Childcare/child development

Email Cherilyn Sajorda at
rhontmanaging@yahoo.com

V olunteers
o f America*
There are no limits to caring

«re

CON CRÆ H LAW S C H O O L

Law School Admissions
& Career Seminar
I
Wednesday, November 3rd
The University inn
Rutgers University
178 Ryders Lane
New Brunswick, NJ

Learn h o w to ra ise y o u r L S A T sco re , and h o w get in and
p ay for L a w S ch o o l! H ear w h a t the e x p erts h av e to say!
Cal ¡to d a y for m o re details!
www.PrincetonReview.com ♦ infoprinceton@review.com ♦ (800) 2 -R EV IEW

17 HOTDESTINATIONS!
«"Receive

¡¡|J¡B IBIBBPPMI

CAMPUS REPS
. 8 8 8 . S u r a a iu B r e a k '
n S w M h w .s t u U e n t c l t v. c'aoa m
É ai
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ADVERTISEMENT

War Is Not The Answer!
Fortunato

Issu e *
Supports policy of pre-emptive war?
(e.g. attack on Iraq)

té No

Pascrell
té Yes
iSsililliii lililil!sii Ili!;:!;|||

Will seek immediate and responsible withdrawal of
American troops from Iraq?

té Yes

té No

Supports U.S. participation in International
Criminal Court?

té Yes

té No

Will pursue a significant reduction of the military
budget and invest the cuts in; healthcare, veterans’
benefits, education, housing & environment?

té Yes

té No

Witt vote to eliminate the USA Patriot Act in 2005? I S té Yes

té No

W&MÊÊÊÊi

»SOURCE: PEACE ACTION VOTER GUIDE

Elect

Joseph A. Fortunato
to Congress
8th Congressional District

w w w .fortunatoforcongress.com

E 3 6 8 8 5 -0 1

GREEN PARTY
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SPORTS

Fantasy Basketball Preview
Who’s on the Rise, Who’s on Their Way Out, and Who’s Flying Under the Radar
Jose Ortiz
Top Five Point Guards
S p o rts E d ito r

On Nov. 2, the 2004 — 2005 basketball
season will kick off, and with that, thousands
of fantasy sports players will be mulling over
their drafting options. A lot of players have
changed team s this year, and many new
doors and opportunities will present them
selves for all of these players. There will
be sleepers who come out with a breakout
season, and prolific players who disappoint.
When you put your fantasy team s togeth
er this season, the guard play becomes what
owners rely on for a lot of points, assists, ]
three-pointers, and a high free throw per-;
centage. These are the guards of this season
th at will get the job done.

l.
Jason Terry (Dallas
Mavericks): Terry has been an out

Steve

Nash

(Pheonix

i He was successful as a catalyst
standing point guard for a last place team and a playmaker in the Dallas offense and
in A tlanta for the past five seasons. Now he will be successful with arguably the best
th at he will be on a contending team with sm all forward in basketball, Shawn Marion.
Stackhouse, Nowitzki, and Finley, Terry’s
assists will definitely rise, and the threat he’s a three-point threat, and he occasionally
of Nowitzki, will leave Terry open for a lot scores quite a bit.
of three-pointers, and many other scoring
opportunities.

•Valuable Back Up:

2. Stephon Marbury (NY i . Lebron Jam es (Cleveland
Knicks): The guard from Brooklyn is Cavs): Beware the sophomore jinx, but

always a safe pick for fantasy owners. He King Jam es can play positions one thru
led the league in assists last year, and he three, and can earn fantasy points without
gives you around 20 points a game, and eight
Courtesy of NBA.com
assists per contest. You can’t ask for much
Jason Kidd is always a threat for a triple
M iller
(D enver double.
more th an th at from a starting point guard. 2. A ndre
Nuggets): He was second in the league'
3. Jason Kidd (NJ Nets): He may in steals last year, and will now have Kenyon
not have Kittles or M artin with him any M artin to add to a list of possible scorers.
more, but he still has a budding young star
in Richard Jefferson, and Kidd is still one of
l . Tracy McGrady (H ouston the best players ever running the fast break. Steve Francis (Orlando Magic): Francis is a
Rockets): T-Mac is a much better situ a-. He will get you 17 points, nine assists, five good second starter, but goes from passing to
tion in Houston than in Orlando. He finally; boards, and almost two steals per game. Be Ming to passing to Grant Hill? Although he
has another player to help shoulder the load, 1 careful though, his low field goal percentage will be able to score, he will not produce the
and he will get' fantasy owners lots of points, may be a hindrance depending on what kind same amount of assists fantasy owners are
used to from him.
free throws, rebounds, and now th at he has I of league you are in.
someone to pass to, more assists. He is also a
small forward in most fantasy leagues, which 4. Baron Davis (N ew Orleans
Hornets): Remember th at last year • Point G uard T ip :
is a big help for making substitutions.
It’s im portant to get a good point guard
Davis was without M ashburn for almost the
Z.Kobe Bryant (LA Lakers): entire season. He averaged over 22 points within the first three rounds of your draft.
Guilty or not, Kobe has finally got a team to ; per game, led the league in steals, and made The playing field this season isn’t chocked
himself, and this is his season to prove ju st i over 180 three-pointers. However, he has an with tons of talent a t the point guard posihow good he is. Bryant will deliver because Jj unusually low free throw of under 70 p ercent,' tion. If you wait until later, you will get stuck
with a less productive guard.
he is an athletic player, who will have an and shoots horribly at times.
offense built around him. Look for Kobe to
courtesy of NBA.com
average more than 27 points per game this
Kobe
is
free
now,
and
may
lead
the league
season.

Top Five Shooting
Guards

•Stay Away From:

•Second Tier:

3. Paul Pierce (Boston Celtics): • Michael Redd

(M ilwaukee

You may as well call him Mr. Everything Bucks): He’s a shooting machine, and
because there isn’t anything he doesn’t do. scored over 1700 points last season. Redd
He scores, rebounds, passes, plays defense, makes a solid guard, and he won’t go in the
and can hit the deep shots. The only prob first three rounds.
lems with Pierce are a very low field goal
percentage, and high turnovers with over • Richard Hamilton (D etroit
Pistons): It’s obvious th at a star was bom
300 last season.
in Richard Hamilton during last season’s
4« Ray Allen (Seattle Sonics): You playoffs. Hamilton’s scoring will go up this
may be surprised to see Allen ranked so high season. Look for him to average close to 20
but consider th at he is the main scorer for the points per game.
Sonics; he shoots over 90 percent from the
charity strike, 44 percent from the floor, and
is a huge three-point threat. Allen is a player
1. Reggie Miller (Indiana Pacers):
who can go for 40 or 30 points at anytime.
Miller is old and washed up. The Pacers have
5. Allen Iverson (Philadelphia): brought in Stephen Jackson who was a top
Fantasy owners know th at with Iverson you scorer for the Hawks last year, and will be
get a scoring machine who takes 40 shots a phasing out Miller.
game. His low field goal percentage and high
turnovers make him a liability a times. But 2. Kerry K ittles (LA Clippers):
if you need someone for points, you can’t go He was overrated as a Net, and he will still
be as a Clipper with fewer scoring opportu
wrong with AI.
nities, and without Kidd to deliver him the
bah.

•Stay Away From:

T h e Top Reserve and Sleeper Picks
Eric Snow PG (Cleveland Cavs)
Zach Randolph PF (Portland Traiiblazers)
Corey Maggette GF (LA Clippers)
Quentin Richardson SG (Phoenix Suns)
Carlos Boozer PF (Utah Jazz)
Stephen Jackson GF (Indiana Pacers)
Rashard Lewis SF (Seattle Sonics)
Troy Murphy F (Golden State Warriors)
Eddie Jones SG (Miami Heat)
Cuttino Mobley SG (Orlando Magic)
Ben Gordon SG (Chicago Bulls) '
Bobby Jackson G (Sacramento Kings)
Kurt Thomas FC (NY Knicks)
Doug Christie SG (Sacramento Kings)
James Posey GF (Memphis Grizzlies)
Gilbert Arenas PG (Washington Wizards)
Tayshaun Prince SF (Detroit Pistons)
Antawn Jamison F (Washington Wizards);
Rasho Nesterovic C (San Antonio Spurs)
Jaien Rose PG (Toronto Raptors)
Ricky Davis G (Boston Celtics)
Kirk Hinrich PG (Chicago Bulls)
Brad Miller FC (Sacramento Kings)
Jerry Stackhouse SG (Dallas Mavs)

Top Five Sm all
Forwards

in scoring this season.

Walker slated to put up some serious stats.
Over 20 ppg, nine boards, and about 220
deep balls. The great bonus in picking up
1. Shawn Marion (Phoenix Antoine is his ability to pass. He’s good for
Suns): For those of you who are unsold on at least four assists per contest.
Marion being one of the biggest fantasy stars
in basketball, ju st consider th at in the eight 5. Peja Stojakovic (Sacramento
major statistical categories, points, rebounds, Kings): Now th at Webber is back in
assists, steals, blocks, field goal percentage, the paint, and Bobby Jackson is healthy,
and free throw percentage, he is a beast in Stojakovic, who established him self asia pri
six of them. Marion is a legit first round m ary scorer last season (24.2 ppg), will have
pick, and any owner will be able to testify all the tools necessary for him to be even
more effective as a perim eter threat. Owners
to that.
should pay close attention to his 92 percent
2. Carmello Anthony (Denver free-throw shooting, and his 240 three point
Nuggets): No sophomore jinx for this ers made last year. If you need scoring, you
Nugget. He’s got K-Mart by his side, and need Peja.
Marcus Camby at center. The Nuggets have
the best front court in the West now, and look
for Carmello, the undisputed team leader to
put up about 23 points per game along with
11 boards, over one block, and at least three Latrell Sprew ell (M innesota
or four assists. Anthony is primed for a big Timberwolves): The former choke a rt
ist is still a bonafide scorer of at least 15 ppg,
season.
and is still the number two or three option
3. Andrei Kirilenko (Utah Jazz): in Minnesota. He shoots above 80 percent
Andrei won’t give owners another 16 ppg sea from the line, and gets at least one steal per
son this year, but scoring isn’t what potential game. Sprewell would be a great number two
drafters are looking for in AK-47. He may be or three forward, and would be a steal at any
the most versatile defensive small forward round below the fifth.
in the NBA including the reigning defensive
player of the year Ron A rtest. He finished
third in blocked shots, and fourth in steals Drafting Tip: The NBA is flooded
last season, and will chip in valuable points with lots of capable small forwards, so don’t
in all statistical categories. Kirilenko is a place too much emphasis on getting a small
forward in the first two or three rounds,
solid pick top to bottom.
because there should still be plenty of for
4. A ntoine Walker (Atlanta wards left to choose from.
HaWks): He’s bounced around from the
S E E ‘FANTASY BASKETBALL’ ON P. 26
Celtics to the Mavs, and this season I have

• Sleeper Pick:

www.themontclarion.org
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G-Men Get Tripped Up
S ta ff Writer

On Sunday, I thought I was watching one
of those “Kleenex tear-jerker” movies on TNT
- the ones where the hero has the girl in his
reach, but something always seems to get in
the way of the would-be couples achieving
happiness. However, when I looked closer, I
realized I was watching classic Giants foot
ball: same premise, same conclusion.
Now before I get into the game, I want to
warn Giants fans - I’m going to be brutal.
Much of what Fm about to say (for those who
actually watch the Giants’ games and don’t
ju st wear the gear), you will already know.
The Giants lost to the lions on Sunday, 2813. The Lions are now 4-2 as are the Giants.
That isn’t the bad part. The lio n s are,
despite the lack of press in the preseason, a
good team . The pathetic p art is the Giants
crappiness in the red zone once again.
The Giants have no confidence in the
passing game inside the 20-yard line and
when they go for the run, they put Tiki
Barber on the sideline and replaced him with
the horrible Ron Dayne, who averages three
inches per carry. K urt Warner had only one
touchdown pass, if you can even call it that.
For those who watched the game, it was more
like a one-yard flip to Barber, who ran over
60 yards through traffic to get into the end
zone.
There were also coaching errors commit
ted, which did in the Giants. Coach Coughlin
went for it on fourth and one when the Giants
were at the Lions 10-yard line. That very
same drive, the Giants were at fourth and
goal on the Lions yard line, and Coughlin
elected to kick the field goal! That kind of
reasoning is inexcusable on many different
levels. F irst of all, it was riskier going for
it the first time because if the Giants had
turned it over, they would have given Joey
Harrington, the Lions quarterback, 10 yards
between the line of scrimmage and the end
zone. The second time, however, even if the
Giants were stopped, H arrington would have
the ball somewhere in between the one-yard
line and the end zone. With good defense,
th at could set up a safety plus possession of
the football for the Giants. The Ron Dayne
decision is a m istake and has been a mistake
for the whole season. When will the Giants

One Mistake Too Many
Rob MacKerchar

Pete D eFelice

ju st adm it when they went wrong and stop
using him? Coughlin feels he has to try to
prove to the Giants fans th at he was right in
keeping Dayne. He should get over it and use
Barber all the time since he actually knows
how to run, being a runningback.
This week, the Giants are playing the
Minnesota Vikings. Fm not going to lie
to you ju st because I’m a Giants fan. The
Giants are going to lose and lose badly. Kurt
Warner needs to actually throw the ball and
be comfortable doing so before they will even
come w ithin a touchdown of Minnesota. The
entire offense for the Giants is Barber and
the Vikings will not only figure it out, but
they will also stop it before the first quar
ter is through. My prediction: Vikings 34,
Giants 10.

D e Fe lice ’s P ic k s
W eek Eight
Sesiliawks over Panthers
Lions over Cowboys
Ravens over Eagles
Vikings over Giants
Raiders over Chargers

Packers over Redskins
Cards over Bills
Texans over Jags
Bengal» over Titans
Miners over Bears
Colts over Chiefs

Upset Pick
Steelers over Patriots

M onday Night
Jets over Dolphins
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S ta ff Writer

Last week, I, like so many others, said
th at the Patriots winning streak would end
at the hand of Herman Edwards and his
Jets. On paper, the Jets matched up well
against the Patriots. Against a blitzing
defense like the Patriots, the best offense
is a run-heavy one; the Jets have one of the
best running backs in the league in Curtis
M artin. Chad Pennington has been showing
poise beyond his years - making big throws
and avoiding poor ones.
The Jets defense has heen a little shaky,
but they’ve made big plays when necessary,
and most importantly, the Jets have been
winning ugly games. The Pats don’t win
many games by large margins, so it all comes
down to big plays at the end of the game to
close out a victory. Most team s don’t know
how to close out the Patriots, but the Jets
have been winning in a sim ilar fashion, so it
would appear as though they’d have a good
shot at taking down the unbeatable defend
ing champs. Yet, it ju st didn’t happen.
The Jets-Pats game was a close one, for
sure but still, some could even call it boring.
There was no scoring whatsoever in the sec
ond half. Pennington didn’t make any costly
errors, but he also didn’t make any big plays.
In a no touchdown, no interference perfor
mance, Pennington went 19 for 30 for a com
pletion percentage of 63.3 percent. Heading
into this game, Pennington was averaging
230 yards per game with a TD, completing
over 70 percent of his passes. This wasn’t
the worst game of his career, but against the
Patriots and th at suffocating defense, you
need to play to your full potential.
Pennington wasn’t the real reason for
the close loss on Sunday, however. In real
ity, he is the last person to blame. M artin,
who needed to exploit th at Patriots run
defense, ran 20 times for just 3.5 yards per
carry, totaling 70 on the day. In the previ
ous five wins, M artin ran for an average of
123 yards on 26 carries, which is an imjpressive 4.7 yards per carry. He also ran for six
touchdowns in those five games. He had
none on Sunday. Now any real football fan
can testify to the fact th at a lack of rushing
offense is as much the offensive line’s fault as
the running back; part of the blame must go
to them also.

Intramural Volleyball Kicks Off

The Jets receivers also fumbled twice in
the first half, recovering the first but cough
ing up the second. Against the Patriots, you
can’t afford to make costly turnovers, and
the Jets did ju st that. That fumble by the
fullback Sowell on the New England 15-yard
line ended a red zone drive for the Jets and
led to an Adam Vinatieri field goal. That’s a
huge momentum swing, and it may have cost
the Jets the game.
The most im portant stat, in my eyes, is
the disparity in defensive play. The Patriots
did what they always do: blitz, cause pres
sure, and keep points off the board. The Jets,
however, allowed Tom Brady to complete 20
of his 29 passes for 230 yard and a TD. That
touchdown came in the last 1:50 of the first
half, when the Jets let Brady march 62 yards
downfield in ju st 7 plays. Up until then, the
Jets enjoyed a 7-6 lead, and th at touchdown
proved to be the game winner. The Jets also
let Corey Dillon run wherever he wanted,
giving up 115 yards on 22 carries. In total,
the Jets defense gave up 343 total yards. It’s
a miracle th at they only gave up 13 points.
Like so many other football fans, I
wanted to see the Patriots lose on Sunday.
Realistically, the Jets should have handed
New England its first loss and nipped their
streak. Maybe Pittsburgh will have better
luck next week. As for the Jets, they’ll defi
nitely rebound from this loss. Theyliave the
putrid Miami Dolphins at home next week
on Monday Night Football. The Jets could
play a terrible game and still win; let’s also
not forget the perennial problems Miami has
in cold weather (forecasts predict a 42 degree
night).
Even after Sunday’s game, Pennington
is still ninth in the league in passer rating,
and M artin is second in the league in rush
ing and third in rushing TD’s. Besides, that
Dolphins offense couldn’t score on the New
York Liberty. The shaky play of the Jets
D will be a non factor. Final score: Jets 17,
Dolphins 6.
Elsewhere in the NFL, as previously men
tioned Pittsburgh will put up a valiant effort
against New England, but the rookie Ben
Roethlisboerger won’t be able to handle the
defensive pressure he’ll face; New England
will come out on top and keep their winning
streak alive.

MacKerchar Picks
W eek Eight

D ebbie Jones
S ta ff W riter

Intram ural volleyball began Wednesday
Oct. 20. The season began With little enthusi
asm. Out of four games, three were declared
forfeits opening night. HSO Koukles and
Awesome competed in the first game of the
fall season. HSO Koukles took the first two
games and lost the third by a close margin,
last Sunday the Replacements, (a free agent
team), and the Recreators, (made up of
RecBoard members) could not close the gaps.
The game scores were 21-13, 21-8 and 21-12
leaving the Recreators 3-0 for the season.
GWC and B-sharps also played th at night.
Both team s came out strong and unfortu
nately GWC feel 1-3 to B-sharps.
The replacements returned to the court
to battle the Freem an U nit later th at
night. Unable to take the second game, the
Replacements lost two out of three leav
ing their record 1-5 overall. The last game
of the night was a m atch up against HSO
Koukles and Those Guys. Even with the
HSO Koukles experience having already
played three games this season; they could
not take the win.
Those Guys competed in their first game
of the season and so far have a perfect record
of 3-0.

Monday night’s games began with a for in Panzer Gym from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
feit between Ball Busters and the Hustlers.
The Hustlers unable to show for their game ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■
left their opponents with a 3-0 record.
MSA Bros and GWC, both two returning
teams with a high level of skill and ability
had their cards dealt. GWC lost the hand and
all three games. MSA Bros took the lead with
21-4, 21-10 and one win by- a forfeit earlier
in the evening. HSO, the men’s division of
HSO Koukles forfeited all three wins to their
competitor, the Shems. The Sevens and the
Agents began the last game Monday night.
The first match was a blow out 21-3, the
Sevens. The second match was closer leaving
the Agentsonly six points away from the win.
The third match again showed improvement
of a five-point m argin for the Agents. NBP,
Silent Assassins and Bang the Hammer are
three teams th at have yet to play.
With only a few games down, the remain
der of the season has yet to come. Six teams
have a clean 3-0 record now going into the
second week of intram ural volleyball.
The games for Next Monday were can
celled due to a Campus Recreation event,
“Let’s Make a Deal.” Changes were made to
accommodate the games originally scheduled
for Monday. They Nov. 8. Games are played
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SPORTS i

FANTASY BASKETBALL
CONTINUED FROM P 24

Top Five Power Forwards
1. Kevin G arnett (M innesota
Timberwolves): KG is the best overall

two years. I don’t think anything is chang
ing in ‘05 - ‘06.

fantasy player in this year’s draft. What
doesn’t he do? He scores 25 per game, he 5* Amare Stoudamire (Phoenix
pulls down 13 boards, dishes out six, and Suns): The former Rookie of the Year will
he blocks shots. If you have one of the top finally m ature into the No. 2 scoring option
two picks in your draft, do not pass up in Pheonix in his first full season without
G arnett, ;he will not disappoint.
scoring hog, Stephon Marbury. Now, the
man-child will have the less selfish, Steve
2. Urn Duncan (San Antonio Nash to deliver hup the ball. Amare will
Spurs): If you can’t get your hands on average at least 20 ppg this year, and around
G arnett, the next best thing is Duncan. He’s 10 rebounds.
got two MVPs, two rings, and he averages,
over 20 points, over 10 boards, and over two
blocks per game. The great thing about
Duncan is th at he doesn’t go through slumps • Theo R atliff (Portland Trail
for too long because he is so fundamentally Blazers): If you need a boost in rebounds
sound.
or defensive stats, Ratliff is your guy. Last
time he averaged below three blocks per
3* Dirk N ow itki (Dallas Mavs): game was in the ‘01 - ‘02 season. The
We all know th at Nowitzki can score from last time he averaged under two per game,
the outside, but he also shoots free throws Clinton was still in office.
over 85 percent, hits around 150 three-point
ers per season, and also rakes in a steal and Drafting Tip: Chances are th at you
a block every game.
might not get Duncan, G arnett, or O’Neal
at the power forward position, but don’t fret.
4* Jerm aine O’Neal (Indiana There are other capable scorers, and one
Pacers): Indiana’s inside force has aver thing to note is th at power forwards can be
aged 20 and 10 with two blocks for the past good for things besides scoring. Sometimes
it’s better to get your points elsewhere.

Sleeper P ick :

Top Five Centers
4*
Zydrunas
Ilgau skas
1.
Shaquille O’Neal (Miami (Cleveland Cavs): Without Boozer,
Heat): As if there was ever any doubt. look for the center’s numbers to rise across
Shaq is on a mission to prove th at he isn’t
on the downside of his career, and I wouldn’t
want to be the one to stand in his way.
.O’Neal will be back to around 25 ppg, and of
course over 11 boards and two blocked shots.
Let’s not forget th at Shaq is one of the better
passing centers in the league.

2.
Yao
Ming (H ouston
Rockets): Ming will have a field day in

the board. He’s the second option behind
Lebron, and should be close to 18 points and
seven rebounds per game.

5.
Sam uel
D alem bert
(Philadelphia 76ers): This is a
young center who is capable of double-double
numbers plus three blocks per night. That’s
a solid center for any fantasy team.

Sleeper Pick:

the West now th at there is no other center to
defend him. I think Ming will approach a 20
point 11 rebound-a-game season. The addi • Erick Dampier (Dallas Mavs):
tion of T-Mac to the Rockets makes it tougher He averaged a double - double last year, and
for team s to double team him.
now has been sent to the Mavs to toughen
up their defense, and inside game. He’ll
3*
Ben W allace (D etroit give you over 50 percent shooting, he’ll give
Pistons): Big Ben is the best defensive you two blocks per game, but with Nowitzki
player th at we’ve seen since Jordan, Pippen, to contend with he may have fewer scoring
and Rodman were winning rings. He blocks opportunities.
shots, rebounds, and steals. The problem
with Wallace is th at he has never averaged Drafting Ups: Power forwards and
in double figures, and his 42 percent free centers can be used interchangeably because
throw shooting is something th at can be a as a fantasy owner you ask the same things
pain at times. But with Wallace on your of them, rebounds, blocks, high shooting
team, you can count on winning the blocks percentage, and hopefully points. So if you
and rebounds battle week in and week out.
have Shaq, and a descent power forward you
may be able to put a higher pick into guards
to make up for the lost points.
(left) In his third season this year, Yao
Ming will be looking to place his name
among the elite Centers in the league.
With the team adding two-time scoring
champion Tracy McGrady, it could mean
big things for the 7’5 Chinese giant.
Look for Ming to boost his scoring into
the 20's, his rebounds to be in the low
to mid teens, and for him to block at
least two shots per game. Without Shaq
in the West Ming, should have a field
day, and so will his fantasy owners.
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The Sports Guy
Hey there sportlings! W hat’s sadder
than watching th at stupid Milli Vanilli “I
got caught lip-syncing” dance th at Ashlee
Simpson pulled on Saturday N ight Livet
Watching those damned Red Sox win the
series which should have been number 27 for
the Yanks.
The Sports Guy could barely believe it.
Ju st two weeks ago, they were down and out,
nearly everyone wrote them off, and somehow
they came back and went on
one of the most unbelievable V
streaks th at any
of t.
us will ever see.
'¡r
lb
It’s not the
win th at both
ers the Sports
Guy so much,
7 A 1
the Yankees
C
’ ?
have almost
as
m any
cham pion-,
ships
as
there are
days
a month!
W hat has
The Sports
Guy sick to
his stom
ach is the
thought
th a t th is
may be the
sta rt of a
new era in
baseball
history.
No more
“ 1918”
chants
in Yankee
Stadium, no
more
curse
talk, and the
scariest thing is
th at now th at the
Sox are the defend
ing champs, they are the team to beat, and
The Sports Guy says th at this was no fluke,
and the Red Sox could very well be back in
the same spot next year.
Is this the beginning of a new dynasty?
Has the world begun to spin in the opposite
direction? Imagine how many poor souls
have lived and died without seeing a Red Sox
World Series Championship.
As much as it hurts sportlings, you should
savor the moment, it was history being w rit
ten before our own eyes. Besides, The
Sports Guy says we may see a sweep for
M assachusetts this year: the Patriots, the
Sox, maybe Kerry?
But enough about that, a stopped clock is
right at least twice a day; why do you think
it took 87 years? And they can toot their
trum pets all they want, because they still
have a long way to go to match the legacy of
the mighty Yankees.
. With the end of the Fall Classic comes the
beginning of the Red Hawks’ post-season.
Three team s have advanced to the tourna
ment thus far, but The Sports Guy isn’t sure
that there will still be three by this time next
week.

The men’s soccer team , led by Ryan
Morgan (one of the top scorers in the New
Jersey Athletic Conference) and Head Coach
Brian Sentowski, have locked up the No.
4 seed. Being th at they began the season
10 - 1 - 1, The Sports Guy says if it weren’t
for the huge gap between the teams that
are good and the team s th at suck, the Red
Hawks may have been able to
finish with a higher seed.
Nonetheless,
they will face Ramapo
in the first round.
The last time these
two team s squared
off, the Road
Runners were
u n d ef e at e d,
but
they
didn’t leave
th at way. The
Sports
Guy
believes th at
we will see his
tory repeating
itself. Expect to
see our boys in
round two.
T h e
w o m e n ’s
soccer team
has shown
trem en
dous h eart
throughout
the season.
On
Sept.
16, the Red
Hawks wer&
shutout by
TCNJ, and
came back
home with an 0
4 record, sitting in
last place.
Since then, they have put
together a 9 - 3 - 1 recoid, and
have allowed just two goals in
the seven conference games following the loss
to TCNJ. These girls are like peanut butter
and jelly; they’re on a roll.
The women’s soccer team will face
Rutgers-Camden in the first round, and if
The Sports Guy has it figured right, it should
be sim ilar to watching Oprah and Britney
Spears in a dance competition - no contest.
The Red Hawks need only be weary of the
explosive offense in Rutgers-Camden, the
team has scored 64 goals this year compared
to 34 by the Red Hawks.
The volleyball team will also be in the
conference tournam ent against RutgersNewark. For all you little sportlings out
there who ju st got a winkle in your eye from
the excitement of good news for the volleyball
team, don’t forget th at Rutgers-Newark is
the defending conference champ, and that
they made short work of the Red Hawks ear
lier this season.
But listen - The Sports Guy says th at if
the Red Sox can win eight games in a row to
end an 86-year curse, and if there can be red
moons in the sky ju st days before Halloween,
anything can happen. Till next time, this is
The Sports Guy.

The Sports Guy Is a fictitious character created by of Jose Ortiz. The Sports Guy Is meant to be humorous, not
offensive.

RED HAWK TIDBIT
In 1989, MSI,’ running back Dan Walsh set the school record with the most consecutive
100 \ard panics with eight. 1le also rushed for fi\ e touchdow ns. another school record,
that season against l.'psala College; in addition, he set the school record for most car
ries in a single game with 45 that same year. Walsh is currently fifth on MSI Is all-time
courtesy of NBA.com
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SPORTS

P layer o f the W eek

SPORTS TRIVIA
QUESTION
W ho holds the MLB record for the most career shutouts
pitched?
¡§ophomore
metown; Cranford, NJ

■ scored two 900b against Kings College,
ding the game winner 44 seconds remaining in

ANSWER TO LAST W EEK'S QUESTION
M artina Navratilova holds the record with 1 84 w ins.

1
1

F o o tb a IT^

ble Mentions

M e n 's S o c c e r

ROBYN APICELLI

plp¡|

Overall

n ja c

M

■

NJAC?

Overall

Rowan
TCNJ
SUNY Cortland

4-0
3-1
3-2

5-2
5-1
4-3

RoWan
Richard Stockton
Rutgers-Camden

f íp

4-0-3
4-1-2

$¿14-2-2
■ 13-3-3
13-1-4

M SU

2-2

4-2

M SU

4-2-1

12-3-2

W estern Connecticut
Kean
W illiam Paterson

1-3
1-3
1-4

4-4
2-6
2-5

Ramapo
Kean
William Paterson
Kean
Rutgers-Newark

3-3-1
2-5-0
2-6-0
1-4-2
1-6-0

11-3-1
8-9-1
4-12-0
7-8-2
7-10-0

1: Oceanport, NJ '
Apketli recorded nine saves in a
shutout.

i ?.....&j

?

Hi t

J p iA N Y ïfg M
H i j t o fo r
JL ;

Hometown: Secaucus, NJ
This W eek

This

Saturday vs. TCNJ

6 p.m.

, v-

Saturday @ NJAC tournamedt

*

TBA

Last Week's Results
10/16 — MSU 27, W estern Conn. 7

Last Week's Results ~.
10/23 — MSU 3, RutgeJrS'Canifden 1
10/25 — MSU 2, K in g s1

F ie ld H o c k e y

W o m e n 's S o c c e r

TCNJ

NJAC
5-1

Overall
10-5

MSU

4-1

12-3

William Paterson
Rowan
Kean
Ramapo
Richard Stockton

3-2
3-2
2-3
1-4
0-5

TCNJ
Richard Stockton

10-3
8-7
9-5
8-7
6-11

NJAC
8-0-0
6-1-0

Overall
15-1-1
12-5-1

MSU

5-2-0

8-7-1

Rowan
Kean
Rutgers-Camden
W illiam Paterson
Rutgers-Newark
Ramapo

3-2-2
3-3-2
2-4-1
1-5-2
1-6-0
0-6-1

9-4-2
8-5-2
11-5-2
5-8-3
9-6-1
7-10-1

M i raked in 15 kills, and 23
a s p b ln a win over Rutgers> Ifcamden to lock up a spot in the
N JACjÉùrnam ent.

m m **

.

Hometown: Milltown, NJ
Fama intercepted three passes
% to set an MSU record in a 27 - 7
'*■blowout win against Western
Connecticut.

STEPHANIE SABAUAUSKAS '

Hometown: Edison, NJ
This W eek
Saturday @ Wilkes
Wednesday vs. C.W. Post

JM

This W eek
12 p.m.
7 p.m.

Saturday @ NJAC Tournament

Last Week's Results

Last Week's Results

10/23 - MSU 0, TCNJ 7
10/26 - MSU 1, William Paterson 2

10/23 - MSU 7, Rutgers-Camden 1
10/24 - MSU 4, Green Mountain 0

TBA

^ S aialiauskas scored two consecu
tive hat-tricks against RutgersCamden, and Green Mountain.

The Sports Guy

pg.

24

Question of the Week
PG. 27
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Red Hawks

Past Raptors

Sara Mass I The Montclarion

Red Hawk sophomore, Bill Anthes has an assist and two goals scored
over the team’s last two games.

Tiana Conner
S ta ff Writer

The last time Rutgers-Camden
lost a game, it was Oct. 25, 2003.
Ju st one year later on Oct. 23,
2004, the MSU men’s soccer team
| gained a 3-2
victory' in the
RUTGERS-CAMDEN 2
NJAC confer
ence game and
snapped th eir three-gam e losing
streak as the Scarlett Raptors
earned their first defeat of the sea
son.
The Raptors appeared to come
off strong as the team made a
quick escape towards MSU’s goal
keeper. Multiple attacks from the
previously undefeated team re
sulted in slightly missed goal post
shots and served as key to what

w w w .th e m o n tcla rio n .o rg

saved the Red Hawks from another
defeat. More attacks and more
comer kicks were the advantage
over the Red Hawks team. The
Raptors dominated the Red Hawks
in number of attacks and comer
kicks throughout the entire game.
However, the Red Hawks were
the first to earn a goal when sopho
more forward Iliya Tasci, scored off
an assist from sophmore defender
Bill Anthens. Just some 15 sec
onds later, the Raptors’ goal keep
m istakingly tipped the ball into his
own net and brought MSU lead to
2-0 halfway in the first period.
The Raptors’earned their chance
to retaliate as junior forward Kevin
Ridgeway managed to slide past
MSU’s defense and redirected a
header by sophomore Ian Simmons,

Sara Mass I The Montclarion

Red Hawk defender Kyle Hughes jumps up for a header.

resulting in the first goal of the
game for the team . Ten m inutes
later, the Raptor’s managed to tie
the game when junior midfielder
Devin Burgin scored after a set
up off of freshm an forward Ryan
Evans.
It appeared th at the Red Hawks’
energy was slowly startin g to
dim inish but the team managed to
keep the lead. The Raptors seemed
to have' easily flown past MSU’s
defense and gained many opportu
nities for attacks.
The team managed to rack up
nine shots at the Red Hawks, while
the Red Hawks’ goal keep strug
gled w ith only three saves. The
Red Hawks’ attem pted five attacks
in the second h alf w ith all five
saved by the Raptors speedy

goalkeeper. Sophomore defend
er Todd Dumetly squeezed past
Raptor’s defense and earned the
decisive goal for the team.
Besides the six saves compared
to 17 Raptor shots fired at the goal
keeper and majority of the game
played on their territory, the Red
Hawks managed to pull out on top
and defeat the top team in the con
ference.
The day was also declared MSU
senior day as defender Dan Wells
and midfielder Andrew Macho
were honored before the start of the
game.
This marked the final game for
the Red Hawks’ regular season, as
the team improved to am overall
record of 11-3-2 and 4-1-2 in the
NJAC.

Field Hockey
Drops Second
Straight Game
A fter playing 70 m inutes of
regulation and two 15-minute over
times, junior Mindy Goxe scored
the clinching goal in a shootout
as William Paterson knocked off
No. 9 Montclair State 2-1, Tuesday
evening at Wightman Stadium.
By virtue of outscoring the Red
Hawks 3-0, in the shootout, the
Pioneers earned a one-goal margin
of victory. It is believed to be the
first time William Paterson played
in a shootout, while MSU last did
so on Nov. 1, 2003, in a 1-0 loss to
Juniata College.
Senior Kelly Harchetts stopped
all three stroke attem pts by MSU,
while junior Deanna Wall and
senior Cheryl Naurath each scored
before Coxe provided the game
winning shot. Prior to the shootout,
it was an evenly contested game
w ith plenty of opportunities for
each side.
William Paterson seized a 1-0 led
at the 21:09 m ark when sophomore
Brandi Kavaliauskas deflected a
N aurath shot off a penalty corner
for her seventh tally this season.
MSU answered back at the 48:24
m ark when K risten Swartz snared
a loose ball in front of the goal cage
and slammed it home for her second
score of the year.
Neither team was able to con
vert in overtime, although MSU did
have two shot attem pts th at were
blocked and went wide, respec
tively, in the second overtime. In
the first extra session, MSU junior
Elyse Winkle made a key defensive
save on a N aurath shot th at would
have won the game.
Overall, the Pioneers owned a
15-11 edge on Shots and the Red
Hawks earned a 15-13 advantage
on penalty corners.
Courtesy of Sports Information

Lady Hawks Tune Up For the NJAC Tournament
Miguel Alfaro
S ta ff Writer

In the season finale, the
Montclair State University women’s
soccer team came out confident and
strong
after
securing the
RUTGERS-NEWARK
th ird seed of
the NJAC play
offs last week. The Lady Hawks
continued with their winning ways
by defeating the Scarlet Knights of
Rutgers-Newark, 4-0, at Sprague
Field on Wednesday night.

The Lady Hawks broke a score
less tie with a goal by junior mid
fielder, Jess Amendola, with 29:36
left in the first half. Nine minutes
later, junior midfielder, Stephanie
Sabaliauskas, extended the lead to
2-0 with a goal assisted by senior
defender, Shirah Odeh.
Thirty-one m inutes into the
second half, the Hawks added to
their lead off an unassisted goal by
junior forward Kelly Dutko. With
11 minutes to play, senior forward,
Liz D’Alto, scored the final goal of
the game.

The MSU women’s soccer team
dominated the game by not allow
ing a shot on goal by the Scarlet
Knights. But the Lady Hawks took
23 shots and scored on four. The
defense has displayed great perfor
mances as they collected their sec
ond shutout. Sophomore goalkeep
er, K ristin Kuhmann, recorded her
sixth shutout of the season.
Offensively, the Hawks have
had no trouble by outscoring oppo
nents 17-1 over the last four games.
Sabaliauskas notched her tenth goal
of the season and seventh over the

last three games. She was named
Offensive Player of the Week on
Monday after two consecutive hat
tricks against Rutgers-Camden at
Green Mountain, VT.
“Stephanie has come alive in the
last four games. The defense has
also displayed great results as of
late,” head coach Eileen Blair said.
Finishing the regular season
w ith four consecutive wins, the
Lady Hawks will enter the post
season as the No. 3 seed and play
Rutgers-Camden on Saturday, Oct.
30 at 2:30 p.m.

V isit w w w .m o n tcla ir.e d u /a th letics.sh tm l fo r m ore info rm ation

“We have had some rocky times,
but we feel th at we are in a good
position entering the playoffs,” said
Blair.
MSU was victorious against
Rutgers-Camden last week with a
7-1 win. The Lady Hawks finished
their season with an overall record
of 9-7-1 and 6-2 in the NJAC.
The Lady Hawks will try and
carry this momentum into their
m atch th is Saturday against
Rutgers-Camden.
MSU lost to Stockton in the
ECAC Championships last year.

